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Abstract
In this dissertation we consider Hopf algebras that satisfy a polynomial identity as algebras or coalgebras. The notion of a polynomial identity for an

algebra is classical. The dual notion of an identity for a coalgeura is new.
In Chapter 0 we give basic definitions and facts that are used throughout

the rest of this work
Chapter 1 is devoted to coalgcbras with a polynomial identity. First we
introduce the notion of identity of a coalgebra and discuss its general prop.

crties. Then we study what classes of coalgebras are varieties, i.e. call be
defined by a set of identities. In the case of algebras, varieties are character-

ized by the classical Theorem of Birkhoff. Somewhat unexpectedly, the dual
statement for coalgebras does not hold. Further, we give two realizations of
a relatively (co)free coalgebra of a variety: one via the so called finite dual of
a relatively free algebra and the other a direct construction using some kind
of symmetric functions.
In Chapter 2 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a cocommutative Hopf algebra (with additional restrictions ill the case of prime characteristic) to satisfy a polynomial identity as an algebra. These results generalize
the well-known Passman's Theorem on group algebras with a polynomial
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identity and Bahturin.Latysev's Theorem on universal enveloping algebras
with a polynomial identity. The proofs for the case of prime characteristic
are given ill Chapter 4.

Tn Chapter 3 we dualize the results of Chapter 2 to obtain some criteria
for a commutative Hopf algebra (assumed reduced in the case of prime characteristic) to satisfy an identity as a coalgebra. We also extend our result
in charecteristic zero to a certain class of nearly commutative Hopf algebras
(pscudoinvolutive Hopf algebras of Etingof-Celaki).
Finally, in Chapter 4 we usc the interpretation of cocommutative Hopf
algebras as formal groups to prove the results of Chapter 2. Our method
also demonstrates that Bahturin-Laty§ev's Theorem in characteristic zero is
ill fact

II.

corollary of Passman's Theorem

For the most part, this dissertation is based on my paper1'l [19], [20], and

[211·
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Definitions and Basic Facts
Throughout k will denote the ground field. All vector spaces, algebras, tensor

products, etc. will be considered oyer k unless stated otherwise.

k will denote

the algebraic closure of k.
All algebras will be assumed associative and unital, and algebra maps

A)

-t

A 2 will be required to send the unit element of Al to the noit element

of A 2 . In particular, a subalgebra of A must contain the unit clement of A.
Z will denote the set of integers and N the set of positive integers.

0.1

Coalgebras and Comodules

In this and the following section we refer to the excellent monograph of
S.Montgomery [25] for the basic properties of coalgcbras and Hopf algebras.
See the bibliography of [25] for the references to original papers
The notion of a coalgcbra is the dual of the notion of an algebra. We first
express the associativity and unit axioms via commutative diagrams so that
we can dualize them.

Definition 0.1.1. A k-algebm is a k-vector space A together with two klinear maps, multiplication m : A 0 A ---+ A and unit u : II:

-+ A, such that

DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS
[he following diagrams are commutative:
associativity

unit

A0A0A~A0A

1m

id0 m j

A 0 A - -m- - A
Definition 0.1.2. A k-coalgcbra is a k-vector space C together with two
k-linear maps, cOlnulti!,licatioll l.i. C -t C 0 C ami counit c . C -t k, such
that the following diagrams are cOlllmutative:
coassociativity

counit

k0C---!LC~C0k

C - _ t . _ - C0C

t.1

'~tr'

I

t.0id

C0C~C0C0C

C0C

We say C is eocommutative if de is a symmetric tensor fol' any e E C. A
subspace Dee is

a subcoalgebm if 6.D c

D0 D

Definition 0.1.3. Let C and D be coalgebras, with comultiplicatious de
and

dD,

and counit.s cc and

CD,

respectively. A linear map

homomorphism of coalgebras if 6.1)

0

f

= (f 0

f)

0

f :C

-t D is a

6. c and ec = eo 0 f. A

subspace Ie 0 isa coidealif dl e 100+001 ande(I) =0.
It is easy to check tIlat if I is a coideal, then the space OJ [ is a coalgebra
with comultiplication induced from d, and conversely.
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We will now see that there is a very close relationship between algebras
and coalgebras, by looking at their dual spaces. If V is a vector spacc, we
will often use the symmetric notation (f,v) instead of f(v), for v E V and

f

E V',

If C is a coalgcbra, thcn C' is an algebra, with multiplication m =

and unit u.

= c'.

~"

If C is oocommutatil'e, then C" is commutative.

However, if we begin with an algebra A, then difficulties arise. For, if A
is not finite.dimensional, the image of m" : A" --t (A 0 A)' does not have to
be a subspace of A' 0 A". The largest subspace of A' whose image lies in
A' 0 A', is the so called fillite dual·
A = {J E .'1"1/(/)=0 for some ideal I<lA, dimA/I < oo}.
O

AO is a ooalgebra with comultiplication

~

= m' and COUll it £ = u'

(restricted

to A"). If A is cOllllllutative, then A" is cocommutative
Moreover, the functor ()" is the right adjoint of ()., Le. for any algebra
A and coalgebra C, the sets of homomorphisms Alg(A, C') and Coalg(C, .'1°)
arc in a one-to-one correspondence (see Lemma 1.3.12)

Unfortunately, N may happen to be too small (even zero). The following
condition

Oil

A is precisely what we need to guarantee that .'1° is big enough

to separate the elements of A (in other words, AO is dense in A' in the sense
of Definition 0.4.1).
Definition 0.1.4. An algebra A is called residually finite-dimensional if its
ideals of finite eodimensioll (i.e. J <l A with dimA/! < 00) intersect to 0 or,
equivalently, for any 0 # a E A, there exists a finite-dimensional representation rp of A such that If(a)

#0
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The relationship between subcoalgebras, coideals, ideals, and subalgebras
is the following.

Lemma 0.1.5.

1) Let C be a coolgebra.

(a) A subspace DeC is a subcoa/gebra

= {f E C'I (f,D) = O}

0.1

iff

is an ideal ofC'.

(b) A subspace [ C C is a evideal iff
[1.

= {[ E C'I (f,I) = O}

is a subalgebra ofC'.

2) Let A be an algebra
(a) If B

c

A is a suba/gebm,

then B.l = {f E AOIU,B) =O} is a coideal ofN
(b) If I c A is an ideal,

then

[.l. =

{f E AOIU,1) =O} is asubcoalyebra ofAo.

•

Now we introduce the so called sigma notation as follows. Let C be any
coalgebra with comultiplication.6.: C -+ C@C. For any c E C, we write:
.6.C=2.:>'-(I)@C(2j.

The subscripts (1) and (2) are symbolic, and do not indicate particular elementsofC.
In sigma flotation, the coassociativity means that

so we simply write
for allY

n::::: 2,

L c(l) 181 C{l) 181 C{3) = .6.3 c.

Iterating this procedure gives,

DEFINITIONS AND BA.SIC FACTS
where

~2

= 6.

We will sometimes use the convention that t::.[

= ide

and

8 0 =e.
Now we dualize the notion of a (unital) module by first writing its definition in terms of commutative diagrams
Definition 0.1.6. For a k-algebra A, a (left) A-modlile is a. k-space M with
a k-linear map l' : A 0 At -t M such that the following diagrams commute:

Definition 0.1.7. For a k-coalgebra G, a (right) G-comodule is a k-space
M with a k*linear map p : M -t M 181 C such that the following diagrams

commute:
M - -P
--M0C

pi

lid0~

M0C~M0C0C

A linear map f : M -t N is a homomorphism of (right) comodules if it
prcsen'cs p:

A subspace N C kf is a subcomodule if p(N) C N 0 C
There is also sigma notation for right comodules: we write
p(m) = L1rl{o) 0m(l) E MeG.

DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS

Analogously, olle has left comodulcs, via a lIIap

rJ : M --+

C 0 M, and we

use the notation
p'(m)

= E m(_l) 03 m(O) E C 0

M,

so that for both right and left comodules we have mo E M and

Tn(.)

E C for

i:;60.

The following Finiteness Theorem [25, Theorem 5.1.11 points out the
main feature that distinguishes coalgebras and comodules frolll algebras and
modules.
Theorem 0.1.8. Lei C be a coalgcbra.
1) Any C -cQmodule 1\1 is locally finite in the sense that any finite subset
of }.{ is contained in a finite·dimen.sional subcomodule.
2) Any finite subset ofC is wntained in a fillite-dimen.5ional subcoalgebra.

•
A nonzero coalgebra is called simple if it does not have proper nonzero
subcoalgebras. The theorem above implies that all simple coalgebras are
finite-dimensionaL It also implies that any nonzero coalgcbra has a simple

subcoalgebra.
Definition 0.1.9. Let G' be a coalgebra.

1) The coradicalcoradG' ofC is the slim or all simple subcoalgebras ofC.

2) C is C().5emisimple if coracle

= C.
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3) C is irreducible if coradC is simple or, equivalently, if C contains only
one simple subcoalgebra. Any maximal irreducible subcoalgebra of C
is called an irreducible component.
4) C is pointed if eyery simple subcoalgebra is one-dimensional
5) C is connected if coradC is one-dimensional
If D is a simple cocommutative coalgebra, then D' is a simple (finitedimensional) commutative algebra. It follows that auy cocommutative coalgebra C over an algebraically closed field is pointed.

A aile-dimensional

suhcoalgebra Dee is necessarily of the form kg, where 9 E C is grouplike: 09

t- 0 and Ao9 = 9 0

g. Distinct group-like elements of C are linearly

independent, the set of all group-like clements is denoted O(C).
Let us now quote for future reference the basic properties of irreducible
components [25, Lemma 5.6.2 and Theorem 5.6.3J.
Lemma 0.1.10. Let C be a coalgebm

1) Any irreducible subcoalgebm oj C i8 contained in a unique in"tducible
component.
2) A sum oj distinct irreducible components i8 direct.
3) Ij C is cocommut(ltive, then C is the direct sum oj its irreducible com-

•

ponents.

In fact, the coradical coraclC is the bottom piece of the so called comdical
filtration of C.

inductively·

We set Co

= coraclC

and for eac!! integer n > 0 define

DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS

Theil it turns out (see [25, Theorem 5.2.2]) that {Cn} is a coalgebra filtrati011

in thc following sense

f::,.C" C t Ck 0Cn_k,
/;:",0

Cn C Cn+1> and C =

U Cn.
""

The conditions above guarantee that the space
(with

C~I=O)

cgr

= $,,~o Cn/C.._ 1

has a natural coalgebra structure.

Example 0.1.11. IfC is a connected coalgebra, then Co is one-dimensional.

It is spanJlcd by a groupo-like clement that we will dcnote by 1 (although there
is no multiplication yet). Let P(C) be the set of a.111Jrimitive elements of

C: x E C such that Ax = x 181 1 + 1 181 x. Then P(C) is a subspace and
C1

= kl ill P(C) [25,

Lemma 5.3.2]

The following lemma [25, Lemma 5.3.4] shows that coraclC is the smallest
piece a coalgebra filtration can start with.
Lemmu 0.1.12. Let C be any colagebra and

{Bn}n~o

a coalgebra filtration

•

ofC. Then Bo :) coraclC.
Corollary 0.1.13. If f: C -+ D is a .mrjective coa/gcbra map, then

•

f(coradC) :) coradD.
We conclude this section with another fundamental property of the

corad~

icalliltration [25, Theorem 5.3.1).
Theorem 0.1.14. Let C and D be coa/gebras and
map. If fie. is injective, then

f is injective.

f ; C -+

D a coalgebra
•
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Corollary 0.1.15. IIC is COnTlCCted and I: C

~

D is a coalgebm map such

•

that flp(c) is injective, then f is illjective.

0.2

Bialgebras and Hopf Algebras

We now combine the notions of aJgebra and coaJgebra.
Deflnition 0.2.1. A k-S]MCe B is a biulgebra if (B,m,u) is an algebra,
(B,~,£)

holds:

~

is a coalgebra, and either of the following (!(juivalent conditions
alld

f.

arc algebra morphisms or m and u arc coalgebra morphisllls.

Naturally, a bialgebra homomorphism is a map which is both an algebra
and a coalgebra homomorphism, and a subspace DeB is a subbialgebra if
it is both a subalgebra and a subcoalgebra. Similarly, a subspace 1 C B is a
biideal if it is both an ideal and a coideal. The quotient B II is a bialgebra

precisely when 1 is a biidcal of B.
The last ingredient we need to define Hopf algebras is the convolutioTI
IJroduct. Namely, if C is a coalgebra and A is an algebra, then Homk(C,A)

becomes an (associative) algebra undp.r the convolution:

for all

I,g

E HOIIlt.(C,A), c E C. The unit element of Homk(C, A) is tl.A occ.

Remark 0.2.2. Note that the multiplication on C' defined earlier is the
salliC as the cOllvolution product Oil Homt(C,k)
Deflnition 0.2.3. Let

(H,m,u,~,£)

= C'.

be a bialgebra. Then H is a Hopi

algebra if there exists an elemcnt S E Hom(H, H) which is an inverse to id Jl

DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS
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under convolution, i.e.

Obviously, if such S exists, it is unique. S is called the antipode of H
Naturally, a linear map

f :H

--t

K of Hopf algebras is a Hopf homo-

morphism if it is a bialgebra homomorphism and f(SlIh)

= SKJ(h),

for all

hEN, A subspace D CHis a 3ubHopfalgebm if it is a subbialgebra and

SD cD. From the uniqueness of 5 it follows that if D C

}f

is a subbial·

gebra that has its own antipode SD, then D is in fact a subHopfalgebra and
SD

= Slu.

A subspace I cHis a Hopf ideal if it is a biideal and SI C I,

ill this situation Hjl is a Hopf algebra wilh the structure induced from H.

The largest Hopf ideal is the augmentation ideal H+

= Kere.

Let us note that the antipode is necessarily an anti-algebra morphism,
i.e

5(1)
S(,h)

I,
S(h)5(9),

Vg,h E 11,

and anti-coalgebra morphism, i.e.

'ISh)

L (Sh)1"

"(Sh)",

«h),

L Slh",) "

5(h1")'

Vh E //.

If H is commutative or cocommutative, then 52 = id. In general, S does not
even have to be injective or surjective.
The basic examples of Hopf algebras are the following.
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1) The group algebra kG of any group G, with t.9

= 90 g,

£(9)

= 1,

Bg = g-I for aJly E G.

2) The universal enveloping algebra U(L) of any Lie algebra L, with t:.x

x 181 1 + 1 0 x, c(x)

= 0,

=

Sx = -x, for all x E L.

3) The algebra of regular functions O(G) on any affine algebraic gronp
G, with.6. O(G) -+ O{G x G)

= O(G) 0

G(G) corresponding to the

group multiplication G x G -+ G: (.6.J)(x,y) = f(xy), c{f)

= f(e),

(5/)(x) = f(x-'), £0' ,II f E O(G), x,y E G.
The formCf two Hopf algebras are cocommutative, the latter is commutative. For any Hopf algebra fl, the set G(II) of all group-like clement!; is
in fact a group (under the multiplication of H), so H contains the group
algebra kG(H) (of course, G{H) may consist only of the unit element). Tile
set P( H) of all primitive clements of H forms a Lie algebra under the commutator [x, yJ = xy - yx.
The axioms of a bialgebra (or Hopf algebra) are self-dual. So it is not
surprising that if (H,m,u,t.,f) is a bialgebra, then (H",t.',£',m',u·) is
also a bialgebra, and if H is a Hopf algebra with antipode S, then He is
a Hopf algebra with antipode S' [25, Theorem 9,1.3J. We have to nse the
finite dual [1" here rather than the whole H', because comultiplication is not
defined on fl'
Given a bialgebra H and a vector space V, we can tum V into a "trivial"
(left) H-module by sel.ting for all It E H, v E V,

h·v=£{h)v.

(0.2.1)

DEFINfTJONS AND BA.sIC FACTS
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We can also turn V into a "trivial" (right) H-comodule by setting for all

vEV,
p(v) =v@1.

(0.2.2)

Now if V is any left H-modulc, the elements v E V that satisfy (0.2.1),
for all h E H, arc called invariants. Of course, a similar definition can be
given for right modules. The set of all invariants is denoted by

HV

for a left

module V and VII for a right module.
If V is a right H-comodule, the clements v E V that satisfy (0.2.2) arc
called coinvariunts, The set of all coinvariants is denoted by
comodules and

coHV

v coH

for right

for left comodules

For any Hopf algebra H, the following actions and coactiolls of H on itself
are defined:
1) The left adjoint action' (adth)(k)

= L: h{l)k(Sh(2)), for all h, k E H,

2) The right adjoint actioll: (ad.h}(k) = L:(Sh(l))kh(2), for all h, k E H,

L: h(1)Sh(3) 0

3) The left adjoint coaction: PI : H -+ H 0 H : h -+
4) The right adjoint coaction: p.: H

---j.

H<81H: Ii

---t

Definition 0.2.4. A subHopfalgebra K cHis called

h(2),

Eh(2)<81(Sh(1))h(3)'

norn~al

if

(adIH)K C K and (ad.f!)K C K.

A Hopf ideal I cHis called normal if
PI(I)

c H<81 I

and P.(I) C 1 €I H.

Obviously, all subHopfalgebras are normal for a commutati~'e H, and all Hopf
ideals are normal for a cocommutative H.

13
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There is a natural corresponclellce between normal subHopfalgebras and
normal Hopf ideals of H as follows. If K CHis a normal subHop£algebra,
then H K+

= K+ H

is a normal Hopf ideal. Conversely, if I cHis a Hopf

ideal, then we can consider fI as a right HI l-comodule via

H -+ H® HII: h -+ L:h{l) 13 (h(2)

+ I),

and similarly on the left. Thus we eall define the spaces of right and left

HI I-coinvariants in H: H"'JiII and collll H. If I is a normal Hopf ideal, then
colflf H = HcoHlf is a normal subHopfalgebra. It is known that these two

mappings are inverse bijections in the case when H is finite-dimensional or
commutative or with cocommutative coradical (sec [25, Section 3.4]).
Definition 0.2.5. Let A be an algebra and H a Hopf algebra.
1) A is a (left) H-module al.qebra jf it is a (left.) H-module such that

h·1
h· (ab)

f(h)1

aud

L:(h(l) . a)(h(2) . b),

'rIh E H, a, bE A

2) A is a (right) H-colnodule algebra if it is a (right) H-comodule via

p: A -+ A0H such that
p(l)
p(ab)

1131

and

L: Q.(o)b(o) 13 a(l)b(l).

'ria, bE A.

It is straightforward to verify that the adjoint action and coaction of H
on itself satisfy the above conditions.
We will need one more concept from general Hopf algebra theory, namely
that of a crossed product.

14
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Definition 0.2.6. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an algebra. Assume that
H measures A, i.e. there is a linear map H

that Ii -I = c(h)l and II· (ab)

II}

A -+ A : h 0 a -+ h . a such

= E(h(l)' a)(h(2)' b), for all h E H,

a,b E A.

Assume also that u : H 0 H -+ A is a convolution-iuvertible map. The
crossed product A#JH is A (9 H as a vector space, with multiplical.ion

for all h, k E H, a, b E A, and

we

have written o.#h for the tensor a €I h.

It is straightforward to derive the condiiions on

and u so that A#"H

will he an associative algebra with the uuit 1#1 [25, Section 7.1]:
1) A i.s a twisted H-module, i.e. 1· a = a and

for all h,k E 11, a E A,
2) u is a (left) 2-cocycle, i.e. u(h, 1)
2::[h l

.

= u(l,h) =

u(k{l), m(I))]u(h(2)' k(2)m(2))

=L

t(h)1 and

U(h(I)' k(l»)u(h(2)k(2)' m),

(02.3)
for all h,k,m E H.
Note that if H is cocommutative and A commutative (or u has values in
the centre of A), then A is simply an H-modllle algebra. Another special
clLSe arises if we assume u triviaL u(h, k)

= t(h)t(k)l, for aJl h, k E H.

Then

again A is an H-modllie algebra, and the crossed product A#"H with such
a a is called the smash product and denoted simply A#H.
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The following decomposition theorem for cocommutativc pointed Hopf
algebras is due to Kostant, Cartier, Gabriel, et al. and can be found in [25,
Section 5.61.

Theorem 0.2.7. Let H be a pointed cocommutative Hopf algebm overk. Let
G

= G(1I)

be the group of group-like dements of 11 and HI the irreducible

component of the simple subcoolgebra kl. TIIen G acts on H 1 by conjugation
(which i.'J the left adjoint action in this case) arid H i.'J i.'Jomorphic to the smash
product H 1 #kG via h#g
where L

= P(H)

-.-f

hg. Moreover, if chark = 0, then HI S! U(L),

i.'J the Lie algebra of primitive elements.

•

Thus any pointed cocommutativc Hopf algebra can be represented as a
smash product of a connected Hopf algebra and a group algebra, the former
being just the universal envelope of a Lie algebra in the case of characteristic

o.
Remark 0.2.8. The proof of the first statelllent of Theorem 0.2.7 given in
[25, Section 5.6] does lIot require that H be cocommutative. It is sufficient
to assume that H is the sum of its irreducible components (this coudition is
satisfied by any cocotnmutative Hopf algebra by Lemma 0.1.10).
We conclude this section by demonstrating the structure of H -comodules
ill the case }{ = kG for some grollP G. It is easy to see that, for any (right)
kG-eomodule V, we have
V

= ffi Vg , where Vg =

{v E V I p(v)

=v 0

g},

,eo

so V is a G-graded space. Conversely, any G-graded vector space can be
turned into a kG-comodule by setting p(v)

=v0

g for any homogeneous
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v of degree g. Moreover, kG-comodule algebras are equivalent to G-graded
algebras in this

0.3

wa~'.

Polynomial Identities

Definition 0.3.1. Let A be an algebra over a field k (although most of the
definitions and results of this ;;ection are still valid if k is a commutative ring
with 1). Let F(Xj, ... ,Xnl be a polynomial in n noncommuting variables
with coefficients in k. We say that A satisfies the identity F

F(aJ, ... ,anl=O,

= 0 (or just

F)

Val, .. ,anEA.

An algebra A is called PI ifit satisfies the identity F

= 0 for some nonzero

polynomial F.
Because of the following theorem, multihomogeneous (i.e. homogeneous
in each variable), and especially multilinear (i.e. linear in each variable),
identities playa prominent role in the theory of polynomial identities. The
proof of 1) is an easy exercise with Vandermonde's determinant, for 2) see
e.g. [18, Section 1.31.

Theorem 0.3.2. Let A be an algebra oller a field k and F a polynomial in
noncommuting variables that is an identity for A.
1) If k is infinite, then every multillOmogeneous component of F is an
identity for A.
2) The algebra A satisfies a multilinear identity of degree::; degF. Moreover, ifk is a field of characteristic 0, then F i.5 equivalent to a (finite)

17
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system {Fi } of multilinear identities, i.e. any algebra that satisfies F

•

mwt also satisfy all Fi and vice versa.

Corollary 0.3.3. If an algebra A with lover an infinite field satisfies an
identity that does lIot follow from the commutativity X I X 2

-

X 2 X1> then

•

A=O.

The standard polynomial of degree n is defined by
sn(X I ,

..

,Xn)=L(-lYX"(l) .. X,,(,,),
lfES~

where S" is the group of permutaiiolls and (-1)" is the sign of"Tr In particular,

82 =

Since
tion Xi

X l X2 ~ X2 X I _
8"

is multilinear and aliernating (i.e. vanishes upon any subsiitu-

= Xj

for i

standard identity s"

i- j),

any finite-dimensional algebra A will satisfy the

= 0,

for auy n > dim A. For example, the algebra

M,,(k) of 11 x n matrices satisfies

S,,'+I.

This can be improved, as stated by

the following classical Theorem of Amitsur-Kaplansky-LevitzkL
Theorem 0.3.4. Tile matrix algebra M,,(k) satisfies the standard identity
S:21\

= O.

It

doe.,~

not

sati~fy

any nOlltrivial identity of degree

< 2n.

•

Finally, it is obvious that if an algebra A satisfies a multihomogencous
identity F, and B is any commutative algebra, then A 0 B satisfies F. In
particular, )"f,,(B) satisfies

82",

for any commutative algebra B. It also fol-

lows that if A is PI and B is commutative, then A 0 B is PI, The classical
Theorem of A.Regev generalizes this simple observation: if A and B are PI,
then A 08> B is PI (see e.g. [1]).

18
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0.4

Some Topological Notions

Since we want to work over all arbitrary field k, we take k with the di.5crete
topology, Le. all subsets of k are open, By a topological vector SlJace we will

mean a k-vector space endowed with a Hausdorff topology, with a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0 consisting of

SUbSpace8,

such that the

additiOil ofv&tors is continuous. This is not the most general kind of a topological ,'ector space, but it will be sufficient for our purposes. In particular,
our definition forces any finite-dimensional v&tor space to have the discrete
topology. By a topological algebra we will mean a topological vector space
that is also a k-algebra such that the multiplication is continuous.
Recall that a partially ordered set I is called directed if for any i,} E [
there exists k E I such that i:oS k and} ::; k, A family
of a topological space Z is called
converges to the point

such that

Z;

II.

{Z;}iEl

of clements

net if I is a directed set. A net {ZiliEI

z if for any neighbourhood U of z there exists k E 1

E U for all i

~

k. A net

{t';}iEl

in a topological vector space

V is caJled a Cau.chy net if for allY neighbourhood U of 0 there exists k E I
such that

Vi -

Vj

E U as soon as i,j

~

k. A topological vector space V is

complete if ally· Cauchy net converges to an element of V

Recall also the definilions of the direct and inverse limits. If I is a directed
set and {Z;}iEl is

Ii

family of sets endowed with a systp.m of maps

Zj, for any i :oS j, sllch that

tP" = id z, and tP;k 0 tP,j == tP'k,

tPij : Zi

-+

then the direct

limit is defined by

I~Zi

=

11 Z;/ "",
iEl

the quotient set of the disjoint union of Zi by the following equiva.lence re-
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lation: x ,...., y if x E Zi, Y E Zj, and tPik(X)
The inclusions Zj C

UiEI

Clearly, we have 'l/Jj 01/;ij

= 1{Jjk(Y)

for some i,j ::5 k.

Z; induce the canonical maps tjJj ; Zj -t

= 1/;i,

and

l~

Z;, together with the maps

l~ Z;.

tPi'

is

universal with respect to this property. If the sets Zi 1mve the structure of
vector spaces, algebras, coalgebras, etc. that is preserved by the maps ¢ij,
then this structure is inherited by

I~

Zi.

Dually, if I is a directed set and {Z;}iEI is a family of sets endowed with
a system of maps

'Pij

ZJ -t Zi, for ally i ::5 j, such that

'Pii

= id z• and

r.pij0r.pjk =r.pik, then the inverse limit

~ZicDZi
consists of all families {Zi}iE! E TIiE! Zi such that !.piJ(Zj)

= Zi

for all i ::5 j

The projections Il'Et Z; -t Zj define the canonical maps 'Pj : ~ Zi -+ Zj.
We have !.pij ° 'Pj

= /Pi, and I~Zi' with the maps 'Pi, is universal with respect

to this property. If the sets Z; have the structure of vector spaces, algebras,
etc. that is preserved bY'Pij , then

I~

Zi inherits this structure. Note that in

general, the coalgebra structure is not inherited because comnltiplication is
not defined for an infinite direct product of coalgebras. If Z; are topological
spaces, then I~l Zi has a natural topology as a subset of lliEI Zi.
Let V be a topological vector space and suppose the subspaces Vi, i E I,
form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of O. We writei::5 j iff

Ui :J Uj. Then I is a directed set and the inverse limit

~

VIUi of the

discrete spaces VIUi contains Vasa topological subspace. Moreover, V is
dense in l~ VIUi and Ie} VIUi is complete, so V = 1~1 VIUi is the completion
of V

20
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Definition 0.4.1. Let V be a vector space (without topology). then the
dual vector space V' can be given the

~*-weak"

topology u(V', V), i.e. the

topology with a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0 of the form

U.".. ,••
where

1)1, . .

~

(f E V'I (J, ",)

~ 0, Vk ~ 1, .. , mj,

,u rn E V, mE N

We immediately observe that all the sets

V~l ..~,.

are subspaces of finite

codimension, and V' is complete, thus V' is a pro-finite vector space, i.e.
an inverse limit of finite-dimensional vector spaces. Conversely, every profinite topological vector space W has the form \I', where V is the space of
continuous linear functions on W. Moreover, if'P: V -+ \V is a linear map,

then 'P' : W· -+ V' is a continuous linear map, and every continuous linear
map W' -+ V' has the form 'P' for some It : V --+ IV (see e.g. [14, Sectioll

1.211·
If V and i-V are complete topological vector spaces, then \I 1&1 \V can be

endowed with a tensor product topology defined by a fundamental system of
neighbourhoodsofU of the form VII&IW +V0V2 , where Vi C V and V 2 C IV
are open subspaces. Hence we can define the completed ten80r product

V0W ~ ,!':'((VjU;j" (WjU;)),
where {Vi} and {Vj} are fundamental systems of neighbourhoods of 0 in V
and W, respectively.
If 'P : V -+ V' and

t/J : W -+ W' are continuous linear maps, we will denote

by 'P0t/J: V0W -+ V'0W' the extension of 'P 1&1 t/J: V 0 W -+ V' 0 W'.
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Now if V and Ware vector spaces (without topology), and V' and W' are
endowed with *-weak topology, then V" ('9 W' is a dense topological subspace
of the compkte space (V 0 W),. Therefore, (V 181 W)" = V"eW".
To conclude this section, let us introduce our main example of a topological algebra -

the algebra of formal power series (in any number of variables).

But first we need to define the rnultiindex notation.

Definition 0.4.2. Let I be a set. A rnultiindex on I is a map

(t

:

I ......

{O,l, ...} such that
suppa = {iE Ila(i)#-O}
is finite, in otner words, 0' E Z~), the direct sum of III copies of Z+. For any
such awesct

lol~

L

o(i).

For 0',/3 E Z~), we write a :5/3 ifo:{i}:5 ,8(i) for alii E 1.
For two lIlultiindiccs a, fJ, we define the combination number:

(0)fl ~ n (o(i))
iE.uppa

if (3

:5

0'

and

°

fJ{t)

otherwise. We also denote by

E:i

the mllltiindex whose only

nonzero component is E",{i) = 1.

Definition 0.4.3. The algebra of Jonnal power series k[[tili E 1]] is the
topological vector space naEZ~) k (direct product of copies of k, with direct
product topology), whose clements will be written as formal sums

22
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with multiplication defined by the Cauchy rule:

Note that the definition above makes sense because the sum over a+f3 = l'
is fillite for any fixed l' E Z~). Moreover, if we set t;

= t",

then, for any

aE Z~),

t·~

II t:"',

iEsuppo

so k[[tili E

1]J

contains the algebra of polynomials k[t;li E I] as a dense

subalgebra
Finally, k[[t;li E J)J is a pro-finite topological algebra with a fundamental
system of neighbourhoods of 0 consisting of the ideals

In gelleral, any pro-finite topological algebra has a fundamental system of
neighbourhoods of 0 consisting of ideals [14, Section 1.2.71.

0.5

One Fact from Descent Theory

We will need the following standard descent theory lemma (see e.g [36, Chapter 17]). Recall that if L/k is a (possibly infinite) Galois field extension, then
we can dcfme the Krtlll topology on the Galois group E

=

Gal(Llk) by

taking as a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 1 all the centralizer
subgroups of finite sllbextellsions. Then E becomes a c:ompa<:t Hausdorff
topological group and we recover in the general case the classical bijection
between subgroups and subfields (that holds for finite Llk) if we restrict
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our attention ollly to closed subgroups (see e.g. [22]). Moreover, any open
subgroup of E is of finite iIldcx, so E is a pro-finite group.

Lemma 0.5.1. Let Llk be a GaloM field extension, L:

= Gal(Llk}.

Let V

be a vector space over L endowetl with a continuous semilinear E-action, i.e.
s(V + w) = s(v)
Mid

+ 8(W).

S(AV) = S(A)S{V),

'Is E E, v, w E V, A E L,

the centralizer of any vector' in Y is an open subgroup of E. Then
y=y E 0k L ,

where yE C V is the set olE-invariants. Moreover, yE inherits any algebraic
structure defined on V by E-invariant L-multilinear m(lps.

•

Chapter 1
Identities of Coalgebras
1.1

Coalgebras with a Polynomial Identity

It seems natural to define a polynomial identity for coa!gcbras using their
duality with algebras, for which this notion is quite well-known (see Section
0.3). The following definition was introduced by the author in [19].

Definition 1.1.1. Let C be a coalgebra over a field k, F(X 1 ,

..

,Xn ) a

polynomial in n noncommuting variables with coefficients in k. We say that

F

= 0 (or just F)

is an identity for the coalgcbra 0, if it is all identity for

the dual algebra C·
Using duality, we immediately obsen"e that if a coalgebra C satisfies some

idcntiw, then any subcoalgebra and any factorcoalgebra of C satisfies this
identity. If a family of coalgebras satisfies some identity, then their direct
sum satisfies this identity
Since any coalgebra C is the sum of its finite-dimensional subcoalgebras
(see Theorem 0.1.8), in order to prove that F = 0 holds for C, it is sufficient

24
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to verify tbis identity on finite-dimensional subcoalgebras of C. We will use
this observation later.
Now we want to give an intrinsic definition when a coalgebra satisfies

all

identity, i.e. a definition that would not use the dual algebra. Unfortunately,
it works well only for multilinear identities (which is sufficient in the case of
char k "" 0 because of Theurem 0.3.2)
A multilinear polynomial of degree n has the form:

F(X 1,

..

,Xn )

=L

A"X"(l)"

.X..(n),

"ES~

where Sn is the group of permutations and '\". E k. It will be convenient to
identify F with the clement L"ES~

'\".11"

of the group algebra kSn

For any v(.'Ctor space V, there are natural right and left actions of 8 n on
V~;In:

(VI 0
11"'

.. 0v,,)·1I"

(v10 .. 0vn)

Then the fact that an algebra A satisfies a multilinear identity F

= 0 can

be written as follows:

mn(A&n. F)

= 0,

where 1nn ; A®n -+ A is the multiplication of A. The following dual definition
for coalgebras is due to Yu.Bahturin.
Definition 1.1.2. Let C be a coalgebra, F "" L"e"~ >."X".(I) . X,,(n) a

multilinear polynomial. We say that C satisfies the identity F

where 6" : C -+ C(i:n is the comultiplicatioll of C.

= 0 if
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So a multilinear identity of degree n can be viewed as a sort of symmetry
condition on. the tensors .6."c, for all c E C.

Proposition 1.1.3. DefinitiortS 1.1. J and 1.1.2 are equivalent for multilJnear
identities.

Proof. USiJlg the sigma notation .6. nc =

2:C(l}

08' ... 0 c{n),

C E

C, we

have:

F· (.6. nc) =

L:),.- L:C('--'(l)}€I

.. \8lC('--'(n»,

"ESn

hence, for all

'PI,

.. ,'P"

E C',

I: >'. I:(~"~''''''lJ) "('."('''''.lJ)

(rp I 0 .. \81'Pn,P·(A"c))

llESft

I: >'. I:(~.,,,,,<,,) .. (,.(.),,<.,1
llESn

L:),,,(rp,,(l) .. rpll(n),Cl
1rESn

Therefore, F

(.6. nC)

= 0 iff

the identity

F('PI,"

,'Pn)

= 0 holds

for all

•
Using the sigma notation as in the proof, the fact that a coaigcbra C
satisfies a multilinear identity can be written as follows:

2=: ),,, L:

X(ll-'(I})

€I .. <9

x(ll-'(n)

= 0,

Vx E C.

llES~

For example, cocomffiutativity can be expressed like this'
L: x(l) €I X(2)

-

L: X(2) €I

X(I)

= O.
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By Definition 1.1.1, any finite·dimcnsionaJ coalgebra C satisfies the stalldard identity

E (_1)r E x(r-1(1}) 119

.. 119 x(r-1(nn

= 0,

rESR

for any n

> dime.

The following proposition

pro~'ides

a way of constructing infinite-dimen-

sional PI-coalgcbras (i.e. coalgebras witil a nontrivial identity).
Proposition 1.1.4. If an algebra A satisfies the identJty F

= 0,

then so does

UIC coa/gebra AO. The converse holds if A is residually finite-dimensional.

Proof. For the first assertion, it sufliccs to prove that F
for any finite-dimensional subcoalgebra D C A O • Set I

=

0 is an identity

= DJ..

This is an

ideal of finite codimension in A. Since D is finite-dimensional, 1.1.
so we have D

2!'

(A/1)°

= (A/ I)*, hellce

D* ""'" A/[ satisfies F

= D, and

=0

Conversely, if A is residuatly finite-dimensional, Le. the intersection of
the ideals of finite codimension in A is 0, then A C A O•. But the algebra AO*
satisfies F

1.2

= 0 since so does the coalgebra AO.

•

Free Coalgebras

A polynomial identity F(Xj, . ,Xn) of an (associative) algebra lIIay be considered as an element of the free (associati\'e) algebra with n generators, i.e.
the tensor algebra T(V}, where V = (XI, .. ,Xn ) (recall that we assume
that algebras have the unit element).
In order to make a link between identities of coalgebras and free coalgebras, we first need to define the latter. Free coalgebras (whidl more precisely
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should be called "cofree

coalgebra.s~)

were introduced by M.Sweedler ill 132].

They are defined by the following universal property, which is dual to the
universal property of tensor algebras.
Definition 1.2.1. Let V be a vector space, C a coalgebra, (J : C

-t

Va linear

map. The pair (C,9) is called a free coalgebm of V if, for any coalgebra D
and a linear map rp : D

-t

V, there exists a unique coalgebra map.p : D

-t

C

completing the commutative diagram:
D----<t'---C

." /8
V

By a standard argument, if a free coalgebra of V
uniquely defined

isomorphi~m.

exisL~,

it is unique up to a

We will denote it by cT(V). It is shown in [321

that cT(V) exists for any V, but we will follow a morc explicit construction
of R.Block and P.Leroux [10]. First we introduce the generalized fillite dual.
Definition 1.2.2. Let A

= EBn?:O A~

be a graded algebra, V a vector space.

Let Hom(A, T(V)) denote the space of all graded linear functions of degree

o from
f: A

caJl

A to the tensor algebra T(V) =

-t

EB~?:o 1"'(V),

i.e. all linear functions

T(V) such that if a E A.n , then f(a) is a tensor of degree

11.

We will

f E Hom(A,T(V)) representative if there exists a finite family {g;,h;}

of elements of l-Iom(A, T(V)) such that
flab) ~ :[9,(a)h;(b),

Va,b E A,

(1.2.1)

where the multiplication on the right-hand side is the tensor product in T(V).
Since we will later consider elements ofT(V) 0T(V), we reserve the symbol

o

for the

"outer~

tensor product and simply write

VI

•• v~

for tile element
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Vj <81 .. oSlvn E l'(V). The set of all representative functions A -+ 1'(\1) will
be denoted by A

v.
2:i 9,011,; is uniquely determined
2:; 9, 0 h;, and it turns out that 6f E Av<81 At"

It follows that if f E A\.-, then the tensor

by (1.2.1). We define f:!"f ::

and (A'V, f:!,,) is a coalgebra with counit c(f} = f(1) [10, Lemma 1 and Theorem 1]. If V :: k, we recover the usual finite dual coalgebra A O of the
(underlying ungraded) algebra A

If we now specify A

= 1'(W)

(graded by degree), for some \'ector space

W, then there is a natural linear map 0: T{W)v

f E 1'(W)V to its restriction to

--4

Hom(W, V) which sends

W = 1'1(W).

Theorem 1.2.3 (Theorem 2' in [10]). Let V and IV be vector spaces.
TIIefl (T(W)'V,O) defined above is (a realization of) the free coalgebra of the
space Hom(W, V). Moreover, 1f D is a coalgebra and iIJ

D -+ Hom(W, V)

i., a linear map, then the lifting of iIJ to a coalgebra map 4> : D -+ T(W)'V is
given by
~(d)l

'(d),
Vw E W :: 1'1(W), and

<fl(d)w

rp(d)w,

lI>(d)z

(Lli?(d(l))<8I ..

o <P(d(R))) z,

';/z E T'(W), ifn

>

1.

•
III particular, if we set V :: k, we see that 1'{W)O is the free coalgebra
of W·. This is a result of M.Sweedlcr originally used to prove the existence
of free coalgebras. It also sheds light on the nature of identities of a coalgebra. Let F(X 1 ,

..

,X,,) be an associative polynomial in n \'ariables, set
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W = (Xl' ., X n ), SO F E T(W). Then the free coalgebra cT(W") = T(W)O

is a subspace of T(W)" containing T(W') (sec Remark 1.2.4 below). Moreover, T(W)" has a natural topology of a dnal space (see Definition 0.4.1),
and T(W) can be recovered as the space of all continuous linear fuuctions on
T(W)", Since T(W") is dense in T(W)", so is cT(W') and hence the spaces

of continuous linear functions on T(W)" and on cT(W') (with topology inherited from T(W)") are in one-to-one correspondence, Thus we conclude
that T(W) is the space of contiI1UOUS linear functions on cT(W") and so polynomial identities in Xl,

. ,Xn can be viewed as continuous linear functions

on the free coalgebra of the space (Xl,'" ,Xn )".
On the other hand, if we set W

=k

in Theorem 1.2.3, we obtain that

k[tl'V is the free coalgebra of V. This gives a rather explicit. construction of
cT(V) as follows. DClwte T(V) the completion of the tensor algebra 1'(V),
i.e, the algebra of all infinite fOflllal sums Z = Zo+z\ +..., where

Z;

E r(V).

The topology on T(V) is defined by a fundamental system of neighbourhoods
of 0 consisting of the sets

Fnj'(V)

= {z E T(V) I Z; = OV'i < n}.

Theil an element I E Hom(k[t], T(V)) call be identified with the formal sum

10 + Ii

+ .. ",

where Ii = I(t;} E '1"(V), and so cT(V} be<:omcs a subspace

of T(V). Upon this identification, the canonical map 0
sends the sum

Ia + Ii + .".

to its degree 1 component

Ii

cT(V) --t V just

E Tl (V) = V, and

the formulas of Theorem 1.2.3 for the lifting of a linear map

lp

D --t V to
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a coalgebra map <II : D ....; cT(V) become:
<I!(d),

'Id),

<fl(dh

:p(d), and

If>(d)"

L 1p(d(l)) 0

··0 :p(d(.. )) if n > 1.

Moreover, an explicit formula for the cOlTlultiplication of cT(V) can be
obtained as follows (see [9, Sections 1 and 2]). Let V denote the continuous linear function from T(V) to T(V)0T(V) defined by its action on the
monomials'
V(Vj.

v,,) = tV! ... v,0v;+l

\tVl,.

,V..

EV, n=O,l, ..

;:0

(1.2.2)

Then an clement

T(V) 0T(V)

f E T(V) belongs to cTW) iff V f lies in t·he subspace

c T(V)0T(V),

in which case 6f

= VI, i.e.

the cumultiplica-

tion of cT(V) is just the restriction of Von cT(\I). We also see from here
that T(V) C cT(V). In particular, this implies that the canonical map () is
surjective. The counit of cT(V) just sends the sum

o component 10 E 'j">4\V) =

10 + I) + ..

to its degree

k.

Remark 1.2.4. Assuming the space V finite-dimensional, set W

=

V'.

Then the above construction of cT(V) C f(V) agrees with the construction
of M.5weedler which realizes cT(W') as the subspace T(W)O of T(W)' =

T(V). III particular, T(W)O contains T(W·).
Remark 1.2.5. R.Block also proves in [9] a number of interesting properties
of cT(V) which we will not usc here. But one thing should be mentioned.
since it illustrates the duality with algebras.

Namely, there is a natural
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multiplication
map 00

f;

* : r.T(V) 0

+ f: 0

(j :

cT(V) -+ cT(V) which is the lifting of the linear

cT(V) €I cT(V) -+ V, so cT(V) has a structure of a

commutative Hopf algebra, with the antipode induced by -8 : T(V) -+ V
-

dually to the fact the free algebra T{V) has a natural structure of a

co(.'Ommutative Hopf algebra defined by V -+ T(V)0T{V): v -+ v01+10v,
with antipode induced by V -+ T(V)

v -+ -v (this is the same Hopf

algebra structure as the olle coming from the fact that T(V) is the universal
envelope of the free Lie algebra generated by the space V). We will return
to

the multiplication

so called "shuffle

* in Section 1.5, where we will see that it is in fact the

product~.

To conclude this section, let us introduce the notion of a cogenerating
map for coalgebras, which is the dual of a generating set (or, more precisely,
space) for algebra.<;. Let A be all algehra, V a vector space. Suppose we have
a linear Illap

If) :

V

--t

A, then the image If)(V) generates A as all algebra iff

I: (m.

0

~"") V0' ~ A,

"2:0

where

1n" : A0fl

-+ A is the multiplication of A (with mt

= idA

and mo

= u,

the unit map). The formal dual of this statement is the following:
Definition 1.2.6. Let C be a coalgebra, V a vector space. We will call a
linear map

If) :

C

--t

V cogenerating if

nK"(~·'o",) ~O
"2:0

A generating set in all algebra A allows us to represent A as a fador of a
free algebra. Dually, (.'Ogenerating maps for a coalgebra C correspond to the
imbeddings of C into free coaigebras.
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Proposition 1.2.7. Del C be a coa/gebra, V

(l

vector space,
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1p :

C

-t

V a

linear map. Then the induced coa/gebra map If.I : C --+ c'f(V) is injective if!
'P is cogcncrating.

Proof.

L lp(d(l)

Recall from the explicit construction of cT(V) that 1>(d)" =:
0 ... 0 'P(d(nj), dEC (with the convention that the right-hand

side mealls I.p(d) for n =: 1 and e:(d) for n =: 0). In otller words, <f.>(d)" =:
('P@"otl.,,)d, hence d E Ker1> iff (y;@notl.,,)d=: 0, for all n.

•

III particular, any coalgebra can be imbedded into a free coalgebra (take

Ii =

C, then id: C

1.3

-t

V is obviously a cogcnerating map)

Varieties of Coalgebras and
Theorem of Birkhoff

In this section we assume the field k infinite.
First we briefly recall the situation that we have for algebras

Let F

denote the free algebra in coulltably mall)' generators, i.e. F =: T(V), where
V=: (Xt,X 2 , ••. ). Then any polynomial identity, no malter in how many
variables, can be viewed as an element of F.
Let A be an algebra, then the set I(A) of all identities satisfied by A is
an ideal of F, invariant under any endomorphism of F.
Definition 1.3.1. An ideal J of F is called a T-ideal if cr(J) C J, for any
endomorphism cr of F, or, equivalently, if f3(J) = 0, for any algebra map
f3: F

-t

F/J (the equivalence follows from the univcTlial property of F)
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Definition 1.3.2. Let S he a subset of:F. Thc variety of algebras defined
by S is the class Var(S) of all algebras that satisfy each identity from the set

Then varieties of algebras arc ill one-to-onc correspondence with T-ideals
as follows. If 2{ is a variety defined by some S

c

:F, then the set I(21) of all

identities satisfied by each algebra from 21 is the T-ideal generated by S (Le.
the smallest T-ideal containing S). In other words, the T-ideal generated by
S consists of all possible consequences of the identities from S. Therefore, if

= Var(J) we
= Var(I(21)).

J c :F is already a T-ideal, then for the variety of algebras 21
have I(21)

= J.

Conversely, if Ql is a variety, then dearly 21

Varieties of algebras can be dlaracterized by the following theorem [8].
Theorem 1.3.3 (Birkhoff). Let 21. be a nonempty class of algebras. Then 21.
is a variety (i.e. is defined by identities) iff'J. is dosed under isomorphisms,
Mjbalgebm.~,

faetoralgebms, and direct

produe~.

•

Now we turn our attention to coalgebras. By analogy with algebras, it is
natural to give the following definition.
Definition 1.3.4. Let S be a subset of :F. The variety of coalgebms defined
by S is the class eVartS) of all coalgebras that- satisfy each identity from S.
Here we also have a one-ta-one correspolldcllce between varieties and
T-ideals. Since by definition the set I(C) of identities of a coalgebra 0
is thc same as the set of identities of the algebra 0·) I(O) is aT-ideal.
Consequently, if l!

= cVar(S),

then the set I(I!) of all identities satisfied by

l! is a T-ideal containing S. It is not immediately obvious why I(I!:) should
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be the smallest such T-ideal, but we will prove this in a moment (and we will
need the assumption that k is infinite). \I'lith this fact at hand, the maps I
and cVar establish the desired one-to-one correspondence as in the case of
algebras.
Proposition 1.3.5. Let It be the variety of coalgebrns defined by a set of
identities S. Then the T -ideal I( It) of identities of It is generated by S as a
T -ideal. In other words, the consequences of the system of identitIes S arc
the same for coulgebras as they are jor algebras.

Proof. First of all, since the base field k is infinite, any 7'-ideal J is
graded (sec Theorem 0.3.2). It follov.'s that the algebra F I J is residually
finite-dimensional. Indeed, for allY F(XI, ... ,X,,)

~

J, we need to find an

ideal of finite codimension J' :> J such that F f/; J'. Since J is graded,
we can set J' equal to the ideal generated by J,X,,+J,X"+2, .. and by all
monomials in Xl, .. , X" of degree d+ 1, where d is the maximum degree of
monomials occuring in F.
Now let J be an arbitrary T-ideal containing our set S. By Proposition
1.1.4, the coalgebra D = (F I J)O satisfies the same identities as the algebra

FIJ, so I(D) = J. Since S

c J,

D is in the variety I!:, hence J = I(D):>

I(It). Therefore, I(It) is the smallest T-ideal cOlltaining S.

•

Surprisingly enough, the analog of Theorem 1.3.3 does not hold for coalgebras. Obviously, any variety of coalgebras is closed under isomorphisms,
subcoalgebl'as, factorcoaIgebras, and direct sums. HO\\'e\'er, not every such
class is a variety.
Example 1.3.6. The class Grp of all coalgebras spanned by group-like elements is closed under the four operations just listed, but it is not a variety.
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Proof. First, if a coalgebra C is represented as a direct sum of coalgebras:
C

= EBiCj,

then any subcoalgebra DeC has the form D = EB,Di , where

D; = D n Ci . This is the fact dual to the following statement for algebras:
if A

= Di Ai> then

any ideal J C A has the form J =

n, J"

where J; is the

projection of J to Ai It follows that if C is spanned by group-like elemcnts
<

(which are nccessarily linearly independent), then any subcoalgebra of C is
just a span of a subset of these group-like elements. Second, if C is spanned
by group-like elements, then any homomorphic image of C is spanned by the
images of these elemcnts, which are eithcr group-like or zero. Obviously, the
class Grp is also closed under isomorphisms and direct sums
Grp is not a variety, because it is properly contained in the variety

Cocomm of all coeornmutative algebras, which dOL'S not have ally proper
subvarieties other than

to}.

The latter is the case since any T-ideal

contain~

ing the idcntity X l X 2 - X 2X j is either geucrated by it or is the whole:F by
Corollary 0.3.3.

•

Example 1.3.7. The class Pnt of all pointed eoalgebras is closed under the
four opcrations listed above, but it is not a variety

Proof. Recall that a coalgcbra is called pointed if all its simple subcoalgebras are one-dimcllliional or, equivalently, its coradical is spanned by grouplike clements. Thus Put is obviously closed under isomorphisms and subcoalgcbras. Further, by Corollary 0.1.13, a homomorphic image of a pointed
coalgebra is pointed. Finally, [25, Lemma 5.6.2(I)J says that ifC

= EiG;,

where Gj C G are subcoalgebras, then allY simple subcoalgcbra of C lies in
one of the 0;, hence a sum of pointed coalgebras is pointed
Example 1.5.1 in Section 1.5 (discussing Taft's algebras) implies that Pnt
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does not satisfy any nontrivial identity. Hence Pnt is a proper subclass of
the ....a riety Coaly of all coalgebras, which is not contained in any proper

•

subvariety.

Definition 1.3.8. We will use the term pseudo-variety for any nonempty
c1lk~s

of coalgebras closed under isomorphisms, subcoalgebras, factorcoalge-

bras, and direct sums.
Thns Orp and Pnt are pseudo-varieties which are not varieties. We have
shown that varieties of coalgebras are in one-to-olle correspondence with Tideals in the free algebra F in couurably many generators X lt X 2 , •

•

To

characterize pseudo-varieties ill a similar manner, we will need the objects
dual to T-ideals. Let c:F = cT(V), where V = (X1,X Z, .. .). Loosely speaking, c:F is the free coalgebra "in conutably many cogencrators" .
Definition 1.3.9. A subcoalgcbra L C cF is called a T-subcoalgebm if

a(L) C L, for allY endomorphism
for any coalgebra map

/3 : L ........ c:F

0'

c L,

of c:F, or, equivalently, if ,8(L)

(the equivalence follows from the univer-

sal property of c:F).
Then pseudo-varieties of coalgebras are in a one-to-one correspondence
with T-subcoalgebras as follows. We associate with a pseudo-variety
largest snbcoalgcbra L

c c:F belonging to <t (the sum of all such

bras, which belongs to I..': because
Since

I[

I[

is closed under direct sums and factors).

Conversely, we associate with a T-subcoalgcbra L

c

the

is closed under homomorphic images, L will be a T-subcoalgcbra.

c

c:F the class

sisting of all coalgebras D such that, for allY coalgebra map "( : D
"((D)

I[

subcoalge-

I[

con-

-t

c:F,

L. Obviously, ([ is closed under isomorphisms, factors and direct
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cr
can always be e."{tended from subcoalgcbras by the universal property of cr.

sums, It is also closed under subcoalgcbras, because coalgebra maps to

Two more checks are necessary.
Firstly, let L be a T-subcoalgebra,

I[

the pseudo-variet.y associated with

L, and L' the T-subcoalgcbra associated with
then considering the inclusion map L'
construction of ot.

"-+

1[.

Since L' belongs to

r, we see that L'

c L

Convcrsely, using the definition of a T-eoalgebra,

conclude that L also belongs to ot, but then L

c L'

1[,

by the
\\"C

since L' hi the largest

subcoalgebra with this property. So L = U.
Secondly, let ot be a pseudo-variety, L the T-subcoalgebra associated wit.h
1[,

and It' the psendo-variety associated with L, If a coalgebra D belongs to

<!:, then for any coalgebra map, 0 --t cr, ,(0)

c

L since ot is closed under

homomorphic images and L is the largest subcoalgebra of c:F belonging to ot,
Therefore, 0 is in

1['

and we proved that

I[

c 1['.

Conversely, if a coalgebra 0

belongs to ot', we want to prove that D must be in <!: and so It C

1[.

To ihis

end, observe that it suffices to prove that any finitt-'-dimcnsional subcoalgebra
of 0 lies in ot, because 0 is a sum of such snbcoalgebrali and

I[

is closed under

sums. So we may assume 0 finite-dimensionaL Then there is all injective
linear map;o: 0 --t V
l]:>:

= (XJ,Xz , .. .), which can be lifted to a coalgebra map

D --t c:F, necessarily also illjccti\'e. Since <I>(D) C L by the definition of

the class It, we conclude that D is isomorphic to a subcoalgebra of L, hence
D is in ot. This completes the proof of the desired one-to-one correspondence.
To conclude this section, we will give a characterization of varieties of
coalgebras among pseudo-varieties. The following replacement of Birkhoff's
theorem says that a pseudo-variety is a variety iff it is closed under some sort

39
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of "completion".

Theorem 1.3.10. A 1l0nempty class of coalgebras <1: is a variety iff it is
closed lmder

~somorphisms, stllJcoajgelJrns,

jactorcoalgelJrns, and direct sums,

a1ld in addition, for any coalgelJra C from [ and a1ly sulJalgelJra A

c

C', A °

IJelongs to It.

Remark 1.3.11. In the theorem above, it suffices to cOllsider only subalgcbras A C C' that are dense in the topology of the dual space. In this
case, C imbeds into AO, so the latter can be regarded, loosely speaking, as
"completions" of C (not ill the topological sense: C has no topology).
Before we can prove Theorem 1.3.10, lYe will oeM the following useful
characterization of the T-ideal I(C) of identities of a coalgebra C. This
lemma is a dualizatioll of the statement: the T-ideal I(A) of identities of
an algebra A is equal to the intersection of the kernels of all algebra maps
:F --r A. Recall the notation of Lemma 0.1.5.

Lemma 1.3.12. Let C IJe a coalgebra. Denote lJy L the sum of the images
of all coalgebra maps C --+ P. Then I(C)

= Ll.

Proof. Recall from Section 0.1 that the functor ( )0 is the right adjoint

of (j", i.e. for any algebra A and coalgebra C, the sets of homomorphisms
Alg(A, C') and Coalg(C, AO) are in a one-to-one correspondence. Namely,
the following are the inverse bijections constructed by M.Swcedler [321:
<1>: Alg(A, C') --+ OJalg(C, AO) sending

t;. AO,

t3

to the composite C'-t C·O

0'

to the composite A --+ N' ~ C'.

and

11': Coalg(C,AO) --r Alg(A,C') sending
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'Ve apply this result to A = F and our C. Let u : C --t y:o be a coalgebra
map, tlien u"" 4'{,8) for the algebra map

13 = lIr(u)':F --t C', so we have:

{F E FIVeE C (F,a(e)) ~ O}

(lma)'

(F E FIVe E C (F,po(e))
{F E FIVe E C (f(F),c)

~

OJ

~Oj

{F E Flf(F) ~ O} ~ K"f·
Since by definition tlie

iden~itics

of C are the same as the identitiics of C',

we can compute:

I(C) =I(C')

= nKer,B =

,

n(Imu).l. = (LIrna).l. =L.l..
"

"

•

Proof of Theorem 1.9.10. The necessit.y of the last condition follows from
Proposition 1.1.4. Let us prove t.he sufficiency.
Suppose a class It satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Set J

= I((),

the T-ideal of identities satisfied by each coalgebra of It. We claim that It
coincides with the variety of coalgebras cVar(J) defined by J. Obviously, \[
is contained in cVar(J).
Conversely, let D be a coalgebra satisfying all identitit-'5 from J. We
want to prove that D is in

cr.

Without loss of generality, we assume D

finit.e-dimensional. Choose some imbedding of vector spaces D
V

= (Xl, X 2, .. .).

By the universal property of :F'

imbedding of coalgebras D

Yo

= cT(V'),

Yo

V', where

we obtain an

:F'. Since D satisfies all identities from J,

Lemma 1.3.12 implies that D.l. :J J.
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Let L be the largest subeoalgebra of:P belonging to
1.3.12 again, we conclude that L.L

= J.

1[.

Applying Lemma

Therefore, FjJ can be identified

with a subalgebra of L'. By the last condition on the class

1[,

this implies

that the coalgebra (F j J)O is in I!. But (F j J)O ~ J.L, so J.L is ill
J.l. C L by the definition of L (obviously, L C LH

We ba\'e proved that D.L

::::>

1[.

.

J, therefore, D C D.L.L C J.l. C L, hence D is in

~

1.4

Hence

= J.L, so in fact L = J.L).

Relatively Free Coalgebras

In this section we assume the field k infinite.
We start by briefly recalling the notion of a relatively free algebra. Fix
some system of polynomial identities S.

Let X = {X; liE I} be a set

of varables indexed by a set J of any cardinality. Tllen the relatively free
algebra F'J:(X) of the variety 21 = Var(S) generated. by X is defined by the
same universal property as the (absolutely) free algebra, but we rcstrict our
attention only to the algebras from 21. Namely, F\l(X) must belong to 21,
and for any algebra A E 21 and any family (U;};E/ of elements of A, there
must exist a unique algebra map <P

F'!(X)

---+ A such that <P{X;)

= ai,

for all i E I. The idea here is that we impose on the generators Xi, i E I,
only tile relations that foUow from the system of identities S (hence the term
"relatively

free~)

To make a transition to coalgebras, we first nccd to replace the set X by
the linear space V

= (X).

Then the relatively free algebra F\l(X), which

will be denoted T<;l{V) ill this context, has thr. same universal property as
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= F(X),
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but restricted to algebras from 2l only:

To:t(V) must itself belong to Ql, and for any algebra A E 2t and any lincar

map 'I' : V

-t

A, there must exist a unique algebra llIap <Ii : To:t(V)

--t

A

extending '1', i.e. making the following diagram commute:
To:t(V)--!l'-.A

~" V /"
where

f/

Dua1i~ing

is the inclusion map

this universal property gives the

following relative version of Definition 1.2.1.
Definition 1.4.1. Let ([ be a pseudo-variety of coalgebras. Let V be a vector
space, C a coalgebra, (J: C

--t

Va linear map. The pair (C,(J) is called a

([-free coalgebra of V if C belongs to ([ and, for any coalgebra DEl.! and

a linear map 'P : D ---+ V, there exists a unique eoalgebra map <Ii : D

-t

C

completing the commutative diagram:

D----1'---C

." /0
V

Such a ([-free coalgebra is automatically unique, and we will denote it
by cTc:(V). The existence is also immediate: the largest subcoalgebra of
the (absolutely) free coalgebra cT(V) that belongs to <!.' obviously satisfies
the universal property of cTdV). Any coalgebra of the pseudo-variety ([
can be imbedded in a suitable <!.'-free coalgebra Uust take any imbedding
into an absolutely free coalgebra, the image will automatically lie in the
corresponding ([-free coalgebra).
From now on, we assume that <!.' is ill fact a variety. We will give two
realizations of ([-free coalgebras: the first is an extension of M.Sweedler's
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result that cT(V') = T(Vt, and the second is a more explicit construction
inspired by the ideas of R.Block and P.Leroux.
a lJariety 0/ coo[gebras and 2l a lJariety of algebrG3

Theorem 1.4.2. Let It

b;;

drfined by the same set

0/ identities S.

Then for any lJector space V, the 11:-

free coalgebmc1'c.(v") of v' is naturally isomorphic toT'.l(Vt, whereT'.l(V)
is the relatively free algebra of Ihe variety 2l generated by a basis of V.
Pmoj. As we observed, cTdV*) can be identified with the largest sub--

coalgebra L C cT(V')

= T{V)O

belonging to the class 11:. The calculation

similar to the one in Lemma 1.3.12 shows that L.l C T(V) coincides with
the iutersection J of the kernels of all algebra maps a : T(V) -+ L·. Since
L' belongs to the \-ariety 2l, the ideal J contains the intersection JI of the

kernels of all algebra maps a : T(V} -+ A, for all A E 2l.
Clearly, T(V)j J' is nothing else but (a realization of) the 2l-free algebra

T'.l(V), Now by Proposition 1.1.4, the coalgebra (T(V))j)I)O belongs to 11:,
but it is naturally isomorphic to the subcoalgebra (JI).l C T(V)O, hence
(J').l C L (since L is the largest). Therefore, J

= L.l

C (J').l.l. But since

T(V)j)1 is residually finite-dimensional (by the same argument as in the
proof of Proposition 1.3.5) and (T(V)jJI)O

= (J').l, we see that (JI).l.l = )'.

Hence J C JI, and we have already shown that J
Finally, since J
conclude that L

=

= J.l

L.l, L C L.l.l

= ./.l,

~

JI, so J = )'.

but ./.l

=

(./').1 C L, so we

and thus L is naturally isomorphic to (T(V)j Jt

=

{T(V)j./'t = (T!;\WW· It remains to recall that L is (a realizatioll of)
cT\l(V')'

•
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For the second construction, recall that, for any graded algebra

and a vector spaee V, we defined the generalized finite dual coalgebra At
(Definition 1.2.2). We will need the following criterion (10, Corollary 4] for
a subspace of

At

to be a subcoalgebra. First. we introduce some notation.

Fix b E A", then, for any graded linear map

J A

-t

T(V) of degree

0, we can define the right translate ~J : A --+ T(V) by (~J)a

for all a E A. Similarly, the left translate LbJ
(LbJ}a

= J(ba),

= J(ab),

A -+ T(V) is defined by

for all a E A. Obviously, l4J and LbJ are graded linear

maps of degree n.
Now, fix a multilinear map 'P : V x . . x V -+ k in n variables. We
can aJso view it as a linear map 'P : Tn(v) -+ k, i.e. an element of T"(V)'.
Using 'P, we can «truncate" tensors from T(V) in the following way. Define
ntrune"., : T(V) -+ T(V) by

Rtrune".,(vl .. vt ,,) =

{o

ifm<n,

VI'

,v"'_II'P(Vm_,,+I, .. ,v".)

ifm;?:n.

Similarly,

Ltrunr.",(VI .. Vm ) =

{o
'P(Vl, .. ,1I")VII +I"'V,,,

ifm<n,
ifm;?:n.

Clearly, Rlrunc", and Ltrune." arc graded linear maps of degree -no

Definition 1.4.3. Fix bEAn and 'P E T"(V)'. Theil, for any graded linear
map

J:

A -+ T(V) of degree 0, the composite maps Rtrunc".

0

Rbi and
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Ltrune,.,

0

L~1

are again graded of degree 0, We will call them the right and

left truncated trallS/ates oj f, respectively, and denote R(b, 'P)1 and L(b, Ip)J.
Recall from Definition 1.2.2 that the coalgebra A';r consists of all graded
linear functions A --t T(V) of degree 0 that are representative.
Lemma 1.4.4. Suppose D C A

v is a subspace.

R(b, Ip)D C D and L(b, If')D C D,

fOT"

Then D is a subcoalgebra

iff

all bEAn, If' E 1"'(V)" I and n ~ 0.•

We are now ready for our construction. Recall :F = T(X],X2 ,., .). We

will denote by Pn the space of all multilinear polynomials ill the first n
variables, i.e.

As before, we can view FE Pn as an e1emellt of ~S." so F =

L:.. es" '\.. 11" acts

on the tensors from Tn(V) by the formula:

F·(v] ... Vn )=

L,\".V.. -l(l) .. V.. -l(n)·
:oES"

Definition 1.4.5. Let J

c :F

be a T-ideal generated by multilinear identi-

ties. Let.4 be a graded algebra and V a vector space. We will denote by

Av(J) the space of all
for all n

~

0 and

II

rcpre~elltati,"e

F· 1(a) = 0,

Speeifying J

functiollS

1

A --t T{V) that satisfy,

E An,
'ifF E J n Pn .

= 0, we recover the whole A v. If J

tity XIX z - X 2 XJ, then a representative function

(1.41)

is generated by the iden-

J :A

--t T(V) belongs to
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A'V(J) iff f(a) is a symmetric te[l~or, for all a E An, n ~ 0 (such "symmetric-

valued" representative functions were used ill [IOJ to construct free cocommutative coalgebras). Note also that by Theorem 0.3.2, ifchark:

= 0,

then

any T-ideal J is generated by multilinear identities.

Theorem 1.4.6. Let J be a T-ideal generated by Multilinear identities and
V a vector space. Then A'V(J) is a subcoalgebra of A

v. Moreover, if A VI

commutative (in tile ordinary, non-graded sense), then Av(J) satisfies all the
identities from J.

Proof. By Lemma 1.4.4, we have to prove that if f E A'V(J), bEAm,
<P E T"'(V)' (m ~ 0), then R(b,iP}f, L(b,iP)f E A'V(J).

truncated translate, we have to show that, for any n

~

For the right
0 and a E An,

(R(b,tp)f)a satisfies (1.4.1), i.e. F· Rtmnc,,(f{ab)) = 0, for all F E J n p".
Fix F = L:"'ES~ '\~71 E J n Pn

Set z

= f{ab),

it is a tensor of degree n

z

=

L

j)i, •...

,i~+ ... Vi,

+ m,

so we can write:

V;~+~,

(i)

where {v;} is a basis of V. Thus we can compute'
Rtrunc..p(z)

= LP-i"
(i)

.,i~+mV;,

... Vi.. iP(U;"+l'

.. ,Vi.....~),
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hence
P·Rtru1U;,{z)

L L>''':l

1''''

,i"+",Vi~_I(,) "Vi~_I(~)r.p(Vi"+" ..

,Vi.-+ m

)

"",S.{i)

Rt,""e"

(~~A'""""""V',~"" ,,",.~.,.,U"H .

"V•••• )

"ES~

(i)

Rtrurte",(F·z),

where
11"

t = L"ES~ >'. ii" and 7T is the permutation of 1,.

.n

+m

that acts as

on 1, .. , Il and leaves n + 1, ... m intact.
Clearly, the identity L"E8. >."X,,(I) .. X..(n)X"+l' . Xn+m

=

0, corre-

ft, is a corollary of the identity L"ES~ >."X"(I) .. X,,(n) = 0,
corresponding to F'. Therefore, fi' E.I. But since j E A'v(J), z = j(ab)
must satisfy G· f (ab) = 0, for all G E J n P n+m, hence t .z = 0, and we have

sponding to

proved that R(b, r.p)f is in At-(J). The proof for the left truncated translate
is similar. Therefore, At-(J) is a subcoalgebra
Now assume that A is comHlutative. We want to prove that At-(J) satisfies all the identities from J. Since J is generated by multilinear identities, it suffices to show that At-(J) satisfies all F E J n P,,, for all n. Fix
p= L"ES~ >'.. 11" E In Pn ·

Recalling Definition 1.1.2, we have to prove that, for all j E A'\t(J),
(1.4.2)

Since Jii),' .. , j(n) arc lincar functions from A to T(V), the left-hand side
of (1.4.2) can be viewed as a linear function from A0n to T(v)®n. Therefore,
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(1.4.2) is equivalent to the following

\P·E/(I)®'

.18I/(..},aI0 .. ®u,,)=O,

V'uI, ... ,a.,.EA.

(1.4.3)

Clearly, it suffices to verify (1.4.3) only for homogeneous al,' ., an, say, of
degrees ml, . . ,m", respectively. Then the left-hand side of (1.4.3) is an
Tm~(v),

element of the space 7"'" (V) 0 ... 0
in T"(V), where m

= mt + .. + m n.

which is natUl'ully imbedded

I'fence we can write, omitting, by

Ollf

convention, the symbol 0 in the monomials from T(V):

L >'.. (2...: 1("-'(1») '81 ..
L >'.. L(f(..

LH5

181 I("-'(n)), al

..eSn

-'(I)),Ull ..

(f(fC-1(f1)),an)

(1.4.4)

.. es~

Now, for any permutation

11"

of I, ..

,n,

we define a permutation 7i' of

... m in the followi.ng way:
;'(1)

MfC(l)_l+l,

Ji'(m-m~ +1)

M ..(n)_I+l,

;'(2)

M"(1)_1+2,

7r(m-m~+2)

M".(nj_I+2,

7r(mD
where m:

M.. (l)_l+m~,

= m..(;) and M; =

-n-(m)

ml +

7r permutes the blocks of sizes

. +m"

mb . . ,

M".(nj_l+m~,

for i = 1, .. , n. Loosely speaking,

m,. according to the action of:iT on

I, .. ,n. Then we can continue with (1.4.4) as follows:

LHS ~

I:.\, I:;,. ((f,."a.,.,)

..es..

By the iterated (1.2.1), we have:

.. (f,",,",,",)).

(1.45)
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hence (1.4.5) gives, with bi = a...(i):
LHS ~

I>,rr·II,a"", .. 0*') ~ L
~ES~

>,rr ·11,0, ... "")

(1.4.0)

"ES~

by commutativity of A. Thus we have rewritten the left-hand side of (\.4.2)
as

p. f{a] ... an), where

P

= L"ES~ >'.. :ii" E kSm.

It remains to observe that the identity L"ES~
corresponding to

P,

A"Xii(l)

follows from the identity L"ES~

.. Xi(n)

=

A"X..(I) . . X ..{n)

0,

=

0, corresponding to F, by substitution of Xl .. X m1 for XI, and so on,
X,n_ln~+1 . X,,,

Hence

PE J

and

for X" (here we substitute 1 for Xi in the case

p. /(al

Tn-.

= 0)

•

... a,.,) = 0 since / E Av(J).

Corollary 1.4.7. Let J be aT-ideal generated by multilinear identities and
Va vector space. Then k[t]v(J) is the cVar(J}-free coalgebra o/V

Proof

By Theorem 1.4.6, k[tlv(J) is a subcoalgebra of k!t]v, which

belongs to cVar(J)

It is the largest such subcoalgebra since if / E k[tl

v

satisfies
(1.47)

for some F E P", then we have:

whence if / satisfies (1.4.7), for all

tl

k[t]v(J). It remains to recall that k[tl

2': 0 and P E J n P", then / is in

v is the (absolutely) free coalgebra of

v.
Using the natural imbedding of the absolutely free coalgebra cT(V)
!l[tl

v

into T(V), we obtain a realization of the cVar(J}-frec coalgebra

•

=
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io + it + .. such

= 0, for all

that in E Tn(v)

FE J n Pn

Some Examples

When we study a bialgeora (in particular, a Hopf algebra), it will be COllvenient to use the term coidentities for the ident.ities of the underlying coalgebra, and simply identities for the ident.ities of the underlying algebra.
Example 1.5.1. Consider the family of Hopf algebras 11(n,O constructed

by Taft [35]. Let n be a natural number and {E It a primitive n-th root of
unity (hence char k t n). As an algebra,
f/(n,{) = a/9(x,9 I x n = O,gn = l,gx = {X9}

The coalgebra structure is defined by
6g

= 909,

A..r

= .'1:1819 + l@x,

i.e., 9 is group-like, x is (9,1)-primith'e. Then the T-ideal of identities of
H(n,f,) coincides with thD T-ideal of coidentities and is generated by the
identity

In particular, H(n, f,) does not satisfy any identities or coidentities of degree

<2n.
Proof. It can be shown that the comultiplicatioll of f/(n, f,) is well-defined,

and H(n,{) is in fact a Bopf algebra \\'ith counit t"(x)

= 0,

£(9)

=

J and
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(see c.g. [31]). Furthermore.

is a basis of H(n,{) over k, and so dimH(n,{)

= n2.

The Taft's algebras

H(n,{) arc pointed and also self.dual, i.c. H(n,{}' ~ H(n,O (see [31]).

Thus we have to provc only that (1.5.1) is a basis of idcntities for H(n,() as
an algebra, i.e. all identities follow from (1.5.1)
Since any commutator of elements of H(n, () ill either 0 or has a factor
x, and x n = 0, the algebra H(n,O satisfies the identity (1.5.I). It is a weUknown fact that (1.5.1) is a basis ofidcntities for the algebra UT(n) of upper
triangular n x n matrices (see e.g. [24]). We will prove that the algebra
UT(n) call be imbedded into H(n, 0, which gives the desired result.

Set Eij

= xi-i Cj ,

0 ::::; i ::::; j

<

n, where

Cj

=

~ L:~~Wg)' are the

orthogonal idcmpotcnts of the grouJl algebra of the cyclic grOllJl (g)". From
the form of the

ba.~is

of H (n, () mentioned above, it follows that E ij are

linearly independent.
Since ejx l

= XICj+1 (mod n),

0 ::; j, I

where 0 ::::; i ::::; j < n,O ::::; P ::::; (J <

fl,

< n, we can compute:

and fl jp is the Kronecker symbol.

Therefore, the span of Eij , 0 $ i ::; j
isomorphic to UT(n).

<

n, is a subalgebra of H(n,O
•

Now we will look at a few simple examples of relatively free coalgebras
that can be explicitly computed. Recall from Remark 1.2.5 that the (absolutely) free coalgebra cT(l!} has a natural structure of a commutative Hopf
algebra. In OUf realization of cT(l!) as a subspace of1'(V), the multiplication
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of cT(V) is the restriction of the shufJle product on T(V), which we denote
by

* to avoid

confusion with the tensor product (that dues not respect co-

multiplication in the sense of Definition 0.2.1). The shuffle product on 1(V)
is defined by extending the following formula for monomials by linearity and
continuity:
VI '.'Vm *Vm+l

.. V..

2:=

=

7l". (VI .. .

v.. )

(1.5.2)

:<ESII(m... -m}

VVI,

..

,v..

E

V, n

~

0,0:5. m:5.

rl,

where Sh(m, n - m) is the set of all (m, n - m)-shullies, i.e. permutations of
1, .. ,npreservingtbeorderofl, ... maudm+l, .. ,n:7l"(l)<
and 1T(m + 1) <

<7l"(m)

< 1T(n). The antipode is defined by

S(Vl .. v.. )=(-I)"v" ... I)1>

Vv!>."v"EV, n~O.

Example 1.5.2. Recall the pseudo-variety Grp of Example 1.3,6. The relatively frcc coalgebra cTcr,,(V) is spanned by the sct G(cT(V» of all group.--like
elements of cT(V), which is in one-to-one correspondence with V by virtue
of the map

e: V.-...j. cT(V): v.-...j. e(v)
where

1)2

= 1 +v+v 1

+t/+

is the monomial v 0 v, etc.

Proof. Using (1.2.2), we immediately see that e(v) is indccd group.--like,
(or allY v E V. Conversely, if 9 E G(cT(V», then by the it.erated (1.2.1),
the degree n component g"
hence 9 = e(v) for v = 91

= g(t")

= L:9(1){t)

,.g(,,)(t)

= (g(t»" = (gd",
•
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Moreover, the map e : V --+ G(cT(V)) above is an isomorphism of the
underlying additive group of V and the group (under *) of group-like element.s
of cT(V) (see [9, Sectioll 2])

It is also proved in [9] that the irreducible

component of 1 = 1 + 0 + 0 +

..

in cT(V} is equal to T(V). It is obviously

a subHopfalgcbra of cT(V).
Recall from Example 1.3.7 that the class Pnt of all pointed coalgebras
is a pseudo-variety, and so there exists the largest pointed subcoalgebra of
cT(V), which is (a realir..ation of) the relatively free coalgebra cTpntW).
Since the explicit computation of cTpnt(V) seems to be difficult, we will look
at the following pseudo-variety which is contained in Pnt. The class Conn
of all connected coaigebras is closed under isomorphisms, subcoalgebras and
factors (the proof as in Example 1.3.7 for pointed coalgehras). Clearly, it
is not closed under direct sums, so we introduce the class EConn of all
coalgehras that are sums of their connected subcoalgebras
Example 1.5.3. The class ECofln introduced above is a pseudo-\'<U'iety,
whose relatively free coalgebra cl Ec""n(V) is a subHopfalgebra of cT(V)
isomorphic to T(V) 181 k(V,+) via z0 v --+ z*e(v).
Proof. By Lemma 0.1.10, if a coaJgebra C is a sum of connected subcoal-

gebras, it is a direct sum of maximal connected subcoalgebras: C =

EBj G;,

hence any subcoalgebra D eGis the direct sum of connected coalgebras
D n Gj (cr. proof of Example 1.3.6). All other properties necessary to make

EConn a pseudo-variety are obvious.
By Remark 0.2.8, we obtain that the sum of all eonm.'Cted subcoalgcbras
of cT(V) is a subHopfalgebra isomorphic to CT(V)I#kG(c1'(V)) via z#g--+
z

* 9, where cT(Vh

is the irreducible componeut of 1. It remains to recall
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the structure of G(cT(\')) and cT(VlJ and the fact that

•

* is commutative.

Finally, let us describe the free cocommutative coalgebra cTc"""",,,,(V},

which we will denote by cT,V',,(\f), because it consists of all elements of cT(V}

f = 10+ h + .. such

that all

I"

of symmetric tensors of degree
given ill [9, Section

41

are symmetric tensors. We denote the space
11

by 1;'lIm(V), The following description is

(where it is partly attributed to M.Sweedlcr).

Since the irreducible componcnt of 1 in cT(V) is T(V), the irreducible
component of 1 in c1~lIm(V) is cT. llm (V) nT(V)

= T. llm (V), where

T~m(V) = EBr;",(V)
"0:: 0

Choose a basis {Xi liE I} of the space V, indexed by a set 1 and fix some
linear order on l. Consider multiindices

0'

E Z~) as defined in Section 0.4,

then T(V) has a basis of monomials x<> = OiE/X<>(i) (meauillg tensor product
performed according to the order of 1). To construct a basis for T.II"'(V),
consider the orbit OrbS1al(x<» of x<> under the usual action of SI<>I on TI<>I(V)
aud set

L

z'0j=

zEOrbSI"I(lC")

Clcarly, {z(o)

I 0' E Z~)}

is a basis for T,V',,(\').

Now the formula (1.2.2) for comultiplication of cT(V) implies t.llat
Llz(<»

=

L

z(fJ)

0

z(1),

Va: E Z~).

(1.5.3)

!J+'Y"'<>

The counit ofT'lIm(V) is given by c(z(<») = 0 if a

=I 0

and c(zr o)) = 1.

As to multiplication, (1.5.2) gives

-.

z(o)*z(!J)- (.+fi)Z(H!J)

'

Va:,fJEZ~).

(1.5.4)
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and the antipode is given by

Definition 1.5.4. Let 1 be a set. The Hopf algebra D(I) with a basis
{zeal} indexed by

0:

E Z~l and comultiplicatioll and multiplication defined

by (1.5.3) and (1.5.4), respectively, is called the divided power" algebra with
index set I.
I·Ience we obtaine<l that the irreducible component

= T.y",(V)
= (Xi 11 E /).

cT.~m(\/)l

is isomorphic to the divided power algebra D(I), where \I

Now we put all facts together and apply Theorem 0.2.7:
Example 1.5.5. Let V be a vector space with a basis indexed by a set

1 (Le. dim V = III). The relatively free coalgebra cTdV) of the pseudo.variety l!

= Cocomm n Pnt

D(I)0k(V,+) via z0v

---t

is

a

sllbHopfalgehra of cT(V) isomorphic to

z*e(v).

In particular, if k is algcbraicaUy closed, then It = Cocomm and we obtain
an explicit description of the fret! cocommutative coalgebra
will return to divided power algebras in Chapters 2 and 4.

cT.~m(V).

We

Chapter 2
Cocommutative Hopf Algebras
with a Polynomial Identity
2.1

Overview of Known Results

In tllis section we summarize known results giving necessary and sufficient

conditions for certain kinds of algebras, which are in fact examples of cocommutative Hopf algebras, to be PI, i.e. to satisfy a nontrivial polynomial
identity. The following sections will be devoted to the question of determin-

ing when a general cocommutative Hopf algebra is PI (as an algebra). We

will give the complete answer in the case of zero characteristic and some
partial results ill prime characteristic.
The simplest example of a cocommlltativc Hopf algebra is the group al-

gebra kG of a group G (see Section 0.2). The problem of determining when
kG is PI was attempted by a number of authors (see references in [26]). III
1972, D.Passman published the following final result [26J. In the statement
56
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of this theorem a group A is called p-Abelian if the commutator subgroup A'
is a finite p-groliP (where p is a prime).
Theorem 2.1.1. Let G be a group, k a field. Thw the group algebra kG is
PI iff there exists a subgroup A
U,e case char k

c

G oj finite index such that A is Abelian in

= 0 and p-Abelian in the case char k = p.

Moreover, the sub-

group A can be chosen characteristic (i.e. invariant under all automorphisms

•

,jG).

Remark 2.1.2. As V.Petrogradsky pointed out to me, in the theorem above
we can also assume A' Abelian Oust replace A by the centralizer CA(A ' ))
This observation makes Theorem 2.1.4 belolV look completely analogous to
Theorem 2.1.1.
The next example of a cocommlltative Hopf algebra that we gave in Section 0.2 was the universal envelope U{L) of a Lie algebra L. For finitedimensional L and characteristic 0, the answer to when U(L) is PI was
given by V.Latysev [231 in 1963, and then Yu.Bahturin [2] in 1974 extended
that result to arbitrary L and also gave the answer in prime characteristic.
Here we win only need universal envelopes in the case of characteristic 0,
since in the context of Hopf algebras, it is morc natural to consider restricted
envelopes in prime characteristic (sec Remark 2.1.8 below).
Theorem 2.1.3. Let L be a Lie algebm over a field k, char ll; = O. 7'/lcn the
universal enveloping algebm U(L) is PI iff Lis Abeliall.

•

Recall that a Lie algebra L over a field k of characteristic p with all
additional operation

[PJ : L

--jo

L :x

--jo

x(Pl is caned a p-Lie algebra if
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L;

2) adx lPl = (adx)", x E L;

3) (x +y)[P]

= xlP1 +ylPJ + L~:;;: s~{x,y),

x,y E L, where kSk(X,y) is the

coefficient of t JH in the polynomial (ad(tx

+ y))P-l(X) E L[tl.

If L is a p-Lie algebra, then the restricted enveloping algebra u(L) is
defined in the same way as U(L), but the following additional relations are
imposed: x P

= x[pj,

for all x E L. Thcre is a version of Poincare-Birkhoff-

Witt Theorem for restricted envelopes (see e.g. [1 D. Given a lincarl)' ordered
basis {Xi liE I} of L, tne ordered monomials with powers < p (hence the
name "restricted"):

form a basis of u(L). From now on, we will simply write xl> for xlPJ, x E L,
since they define the same clement of 1l(L). The restricted ell\'elope u(L) can
be endowed with a Hopf algebra stmcture in the same way as U(L), i.e. hy
defining tl.x

= x01 + l0x for aU x E L.

The following criterion was proved independently hy V.Petrogradsky [291
alldD.Passmall [271.
Theorem 2.1.4. Let L be a p-Lie algebra over a field k, char k

= p.

Then

the n:stricted enveloping algebrau(L) is PI iff there existp-idealsQ C BeL
such that
1) dimLjB <

00,

dimQ <

2) BIQ is Abelian,

00,
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9) Q is Abelian with nilpotent operation [Pl.

•
Remark 2.1.5. As shown in [6], the ideals Q and B can also be chosen
invariant under all automorpbisills of L.
Now recall the Decomposition Theorem 0.2.7 for pointed cocommutath·e
Hopf algebras. Since the condition of pointedness is automatically satisfied
if k is algebraically dosed, this theorem represents any cocommutative Hopf
algebra lJ over such a field as the smash product of a connected cocolllmutative Hopf algebra HI and the group algebra kG, where the group G

= G(H)

acts on H j by Hopf algebra alltolllorphisms.
Definition 2.1.6. For brevity, and following P.Cartier [12], we will use the
tcrm hyperalgebra for any connected cocommutative bialgebra. The existence
of the antipode for such bialgebras is automatic (sec e.g. [14, 2.2.8]), so they
arc ill fact Hopf algcbras.
In characteristic 0, we know that any hyperalgebra is just a universal enveloping algebra. Namely, HI is isomorphic to the univcrsal envelope U(L)
of the Lie algebra L

= P(H)(= P(H I )) of primitive elements (Thcorem 0.2.7

again). Thus over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, our question of determining when a cocommutative Hopf algebra is PI

reduc~

to

the same question for the smash product U(L)#kG of a unh'CfsaI envdoping
algebra U(L) and a group algebra kG, where G acts ou L by autolllorphisms.
This smash product is nothing else but the skew group ring of G with

coef!i~

cients in U(L). Since U(L) is a prime ring (even all integral domain), JnallY
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results on skew group rings can be applied to derive the following criterion
wben U(L)#kG is PI. For the most general results of this nature see e.g.
[28, Section 5.23J, where the ring of coefficients is just G-semiprime and the
Illultiplication of clements of G may be "twisted" by a cocyde.
Theorem 2.1.7. Let L /Ie a Lie a(qebra overk, chark:= O. Let G be a group
acting on L by automory!lisms Then the smash product U(L)#kG is PI iff

1) L i3 Abelian, and
2) there exisl.8 a normal Abelian subgroup A C G of finite index such that

A acf..3 tl"ivially on L.

•
We will proWl this criterion in Section 2.2, using an elegant result from
[16]. An elementary proof was given by the author in [19J. In Section 2.2,
we will also show how we can get rid of the hypothesis that k is algebraically
closed.
Now we pass to the case of prime characteristic p. Here the space of
primitive clements P(H) of a Hopf algebra }[ is closed not only under the
commutator, but also under the p..th power, so L:= P(H) is a p..Lie algebra.
By the universal property of u(L), we can extend the inclusion L

y

H to

an algebra map ip : u(L) -+ H, which will be in fact a Hopf algebra map
since 6ip(x) := x0!

+ l0x:= (ip0 ip)6x and

Sip(x):= -x:= ip(Sx), for all

x E L, and L generates u(L) as an algebra. Moreover, by [25, Proposition

5.5.3], u(L) is connected and P(u(L)) := L. Thus by Corollary 0.1.15, 'P is
injective since so is its restriction to L.
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Remark 2.1.8. For H = U(L), we have P(lJ) = L only if chark = O. If
chark

= p > 0, P(H)

is the p-hull

(L)p

= (x"~ I x E L, n ~ 0)

of L (see [25, Proposition 5.5.3J again). This explains why it is more convenient to work with restricted envelopes rather than wil,h universal envelopes
when we study Hopf algebras. Universal envclop~ are also included this way,
because U(L} = u({L)p).
We ltavejust shown that u(L)

'-t

H. Since u(L) is connected, it is in fact

contained in the connected component HI. Unlike the case of characteristic 0,
where for any cocommutativc Hopf algebra fl, we have Hi

= U(L), here tbe

bypcralgebra HI does not have to be equal to u(L). Since 1£(L) is generated
by L, Hi equals u(L) iff it is primitively generated, i.e. generated, as an
algebra, by primitive elements. Divided power algebra..;; D(1) introducl-'<i in
Chapter 1 (see Definition 1.5.4) provide examples of hyperalgebras which are
not primitively generated. Taking for simplicity a onl-....clcmellt set I, we get
D

= (z(n j I n ~ 0), with comultiplication
6.z(n) = Lz(k}0z(n-k}
1;",0

and multiplication
Z(i;}Z(l)

= (k;l)z(k+ll.

Hence P(D) is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by
80

P(D) generates only the subHopfalgebra
(1

= Z(O},zll), ... ,Z(P-I»).

Z(l),

but (z(I))"

= 0,
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The answer in the case of primitively generated H 1 (i.e. H o of coheiglit 0,
according to Definition 2.3.2) was given by Yu.Bahturin and V.Petrogradsky

[6, Theorem 3.11.
Theorem 2.1.9. Suppose that a group G acts by automorphisms on a p-Lie
algebra L. Then u(L)#kG is PI iff
1) there exist G-invariant p-subulgebras Q C BeL with

(a) dimL/B <

00,

dimQ <

00,

(b) [B,B] cQ,
(c) Q is Abelian w1th nilpotent operation [PI;
2) there

exist.~

a sllbgfOllll A C G w1th

(0) (G A) < co,
(b) A' is a finite Abelian V'group;
3) A acts trivially on B/Q.

•
Remark 2.1.10. Note that the ring of coefficients u(L) of the skew group
riug u(L)#kG need lIot be semiprime, so the resultsof[281 au PI skew group
rings cannot be applied
In the present work, we will look at the case, which is, in a sense, opposite to the primitively generated case, namely, when HI is coreduced (sec
Definition 2.3.3) and thus has infinite colleigJit. It turns out that such hyperalgebras are similar to universal enveloping algebras of characteristic O.
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We will obtaill, in passing, a new proof of Theorem 2.1.3 that presents it as
a corollary of Tbeorem 2.1.1.
To conclude this introductory section, we obtain a somewhat unexpected
corollary of Theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 (d. the examples at the end of Chapter

I).
Proposition 2.1.11. Let:F be the free algebra (associative with 1) in countably many variables Xl, X 2 , .• over an infinitefieldk. Then:F liaS a natural

StructlJ1"C of a cocommutative Hopf algebra defined by ~X;

= X;01+10X;,

for alIi (as in Remark 1.2.5). Suppose J is a T-ideal of :F. Then J is a Hopf
ideal iff J

= 0 or J =:F or J

is genenlted by X l X 2

-

X 2 X l as a T ~ideal

Proof. The nontrivial part is to prove that if aT-ideal J

i-

0 is a Hopf

ideal, then J contaillS [Xl, X 2 ], because then either J is generated by [Xl, X 2 ]
as a T-ideal or J = :F by Corollary 0.3.3.
First assume that chark = O. \\le represent:F = U(£), where £ is the free
Lie aJgebra generated by X l ,X2 ,

••

Let"IT;:F --+ :FIJ be the factorization

map. Then the connected Hopf algebra :FI J is generated as an algebra by
the Lie subalgebra r.(£) of P{:FI J). Since:FI J

= U(P(:FI J)), we see that

"IT(£) must be equal to P(:FIJ), and so :FIJ = U(r.(£)). Since J

i-

0, the

algebra :FIJ is PI, hence by Theorem 2.1.3, r.(£) ill Abelian, which implies
that J contains [X1>X2],
If char k

=p>

0, we represent :F

= u(£),

where £ is now the free

rr

Lie algebra generated by X1>X2, .. By a similar argument, we obtain that
:FIJ = u(.c;J) , where I = In£ is a p-Lie ideal of £. By Theorem 2.1.4, we

can find p-Lie ideals Q C B

c

£ containing I such that dim £1 B <

=, BIQ

is Abelian, and QI I is finite-dimensional Abelian with nilpotcnt opcration !P].
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Moreovcr, we may assume Band Q invariant under all automorphisms of [,
that preserve I. In particular, Band Q are invariant under a linear change of
variables, because any such change preserves I: 1= J n[, and J is aT-ideal
Since dim [,/ B <

00,

B must contain a nontrivial linear combination of the

variables X 1 ,X2 ,

.•

Performing an appropriate linear change, we conclude

that B contains Xl and similarly, all other variables. Since B/Q is Ahclian,
we obtain that [Xi, Xi] E Q, for all i,j. But f(~call that dimQ/f <

00,

hence I must contain a llontriviallincar combinatioll of (Xi, Xi]. Therefore,
the T-icleal J contains a nontrivial polynomial identity of degree 2, hence
by Theorem 0.3.2, a nomrivial multilinear identity or degree 2. Any such
identity, written in the variables Xl and X 2 , has the form )..X\X2 + liX2Xl!
for somc >',Ii E k not simultaneously O. Upon substitution Xl = X 2 = 1, it
follows t.hat either J =:F or >.

2.2

+ Ii = 0 and

thus J contains [X I ,X2 ].

•

The Case of Zero Characteristic

The goal of this section is to generalize Passman's criterion for group algebras
(Theorem 2.1.1) to cocommutative Hopf algebras in t.he casc of characteristic
o (see the equivalence of 1) and 2) in Theorem 2.2.9). First we obtain Theorem 2.1.7 that immediately gives tile desired result if a cocommutative Hopf
algebra H is decomprn;cd to a smash product as in Theorem 0.2.7, e.g. over
all algebraically closed field. Then we extend our criterion to arbitrary fields

of characteristic 0 and also give it a form that does not explicitly involve the
decomposition to a smash product.
Definition 2.2.1. Let R be a prime ring. Then the ring Q.

= Q.(R)

is
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called the symmetric MartiTldale ring of quotients if
1) Q,(R) J R with the same 1,
2) ifqEQ" then there exist 0-1 I,J<lR with Iq,qJ C R,
3) if q E Q. and 0 -I I
4) let

f : RI -+

RR

<l

R, then either of lq = 0 or qI = 0 implies q = 0,

and g : J R -+

RR

be given with 0 -II,J

<l

Rand

suppose that for all a E I and b E J, we have (aflb = a(gb) (where we
write left module maps on the right and vice versa), then there exists
q E Q.(R) with af = aq and gb = qb, for all a E I, b E J.

The ring Q.(R) exists and is uniquely defined by tile properties listed
above (see e.g. [28, Chapter 3]). If R is a PI ring, then the Theorem of Poo·
ncr, Rowen et al. (see e.g. [18, Section 1.11]) implies that Q. coincides with
the ring of central quotients of R(=the left classical ring of quotients=the
right classical ring of quotients)
Definition 2.2.2. Let

(1

be an automorphism of a prime ring R. Then

(1

is

said to be X-inner if there exists an invertible element q E Q.(R) such that
(1

is the restriction 1O R of the inner automorphism x -+ qxq-l of Q.(R).
We call now state the following result due to D.Handelman, J.Lawrcnce

and W.Schelter [16, Theorem 2.3} (these authors use the tenn "inner" for
the automorphisms of a prime PI ring that we now call "X-inner").
Theorem 2.2.3. Let R be a prime PI ring. SUPPOSE a group G acts on R
by automorphisms. Then the skew group ring RG is PI iff there exists a
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subgroup A C G of finite index such that A acts on R by X -inner automorphisms and A is Abelian in the case char R = 0 and p·Abelian in the case

•

charR=p>O

Proof of Theorem 2,1.7. Apply the theorem above with R = U(L), which

is always a domain, and recall that U(L) is PI iff £ is Abelian (Theorem
2.1.3), in which case Q.(U(L)) is just a field of rationaJ functions that has

•

no nontrivial inner automorphisms.

We will need a version of Theorem 0.2.7 that docs not require pointedness
(which is not automatic over a non algebraically closed field). But first we
prove two lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.4. Let L/k be a separable field exte71sion, C a coolgebrn over k.
Then corad(C 0 L) = (coradC) 0 L.

Prouf. The inclusion corad(C 0 L)

c

(coradC) 0 L holds for any field

extension and can be deduced e.g. from Lemma 0.1.12. Assuming L/k separable, since coradC is a sum of simple subcoalgebras, then so is (coradC)0L,
because any simple coalgebra is finite-dimensional (due to Theorem 0.1.8)
and hence dual to a finite-dimensional simple algebra, that remains simple
upon tcnsoring with L. But this implies (coradC) 0 L

c

corad(C 0 L).

•

Lemma 2.2.5. Let C be a coolgebra over k, Dee a simple sukoolgebra.
Denote Itr D the irreducible componerit of D.

Let L/k be a Galois field

extension and assume D0L simple. Then Irr(D0L)

= (IrrD) eL.

Proof. By definition, corad(Irr D} = D, then by Lemma 2.2.4 we get
eorad«lrrD) 0L) = DeL.
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Sincc D 0 L is simple, (Irr D) 0 L is irreducible and thus
(2.2.1)

(lrrD)0L C Irr(D0L)
by maximality. Let E

= Gal(L/k), then we have a natural continuous action

of E on C 0 L by sclOilinear coalgebra automorpllisms
E-invariant, so is Irr (D

(61

Since D 0 L is

L). Then by Lemma 0.5.1,
!rr(D0L) = D'eL,

where D'

= Irr(D0 L)I:.

(2.2.2)

By (2.2.1), IrrD cD'. IflrrD

i: D',

then by

maximality D' is not irreducible, but then D' 0&1 L cannot be irreducible,
which contradicts (2.2.2). Therefore, D' = Irr D and we are done.

•

Theorem 2.2.6. Let H be a cocomnwtative Hopf algebra over a perfect field
k. Let flo

= coradH

be the comdical and HI the irreducible component of

the simple subcoalgebm

"'1.

Then HI is an flo-module algebra under the

(left) adjoint action and H is isomoryhic to the smash product fll#H o via
a#b--tab.
Proof. Set

if =

H 0 k, then by Theorem 0.2.7 we have

where HI is the irreducible component of kl, G
product is taken over k. Since coradH

= G{H),

H

9! HI#kG,

and the smash

= kG, we have precisely the statement

of our theorem for H, so we only need to descend to H. By Lemma 2.2.4,
coradl!

= (coradH) 0 ii.,

and by Lemma 2.2.5, HI

= HI

0 k. Since HI is

a coradH-moduJe algebra under the adjoint action, then HI is a coradHmodule algebra. Hence H

9f

H1#{coradH) as desired.

•

1£ char k = 0, as we assume from now on, thcn we again have HI 9!

U(P(H)), a univcrsal enveloping algebra. In fact, the cosernisimple factor
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H o is not too far from a group algebra. Namely, it is what is sometimes

called a "twisted form" of a group algebra in the following sense. We have a
natural action of E

= Gal(kjk) on H o 181 k = kG, where G = G(Ho 181 it) and

so I: acts by aULOmorphisms of G in such a way that the stabilizer of any

clement of G is an open subgroup of L. This situation is described by saying
that G is a "Galois module". Conversely, gi\'en any GaJois module G, we can
extend the I: act-ion t.o kG and define H o = kCE. Then by Lemmas 0.5.1
and 2.2.4, Ho is a cosemisimple Hopf algebra with flo 181 k = kG. Obviollsly,
if the action of Eon G is trivial, we simply get Ho = kG, an ordinary group
algebra.

Definition 2.2,7. Let H be a "twisted form" of a group algebra, K C 11
a normal subHopfalgebra.

Following the group terminology, we will caJl

dim HjIlK+ the index of K in H.
Remark 2.2.8. If H is a "twisted form" of a group algebra, K C H a normal
subHopfalgebra of finite index, then H is finitely generated as a left or righl.
f{ -module. Indeed, passing to

if. we get

f[

181 k = kG, K 181 k = kN, for some

group G and its normal subgroup N of finite index, t-hus H 181 k is generated
as a f{ I8Ik+lIlodule by cosct represcntativC!l and then H is generated as a Kmodule by l1-components of these representatives. This remark would havc
been trivial if H were always a free module over a normal subHopfalgebra K
(then we could choosc dim HjHf{+ free generators), but freeness may fail
even if H is a "twisted form" of the group algebra of the infinite cyclic group
(see [25, Example 3.5.2]). However, any commutative or cocommlltative Hopf
algebra H is faithfully flat over any subHopfalgebra [25, Sectioll 3.4J. A ring
extension ReS is called left faithfully flat if for any right R-module map
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N 0R 5 is injective. If

5 is a free (left) R-module, then ReS is (left) faithfully flat. For many
applications, faithful flatness is as good as freeness: e.g. if ReS is left
faithfully flat, then for any right ideal J C B we have

n n J 5 = J.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section (given by the
author in [21]).

Theorem 2.2.9. Let H be a cvcommutative HopI algebra over a field k of
characteristic O. Then the jollowiny conditions arc equivalent:
1)}[

is PI as an algebra,

2) There exista a nonnal commutative subHopjalgebra A C H such that
HjHA+ is finite-dimensional,
9) Tllere exists a normal commutative subHopfalgebra B C H such thnt
H is a finitely generated left B-modllle,
4) The Lie algebra L = P(ll) of primitive elements is Abelian and there
exists a tlOffltal subHopfalgebra C C coraclH of finite index such that
C is commutative and the adjoint action of C on L is trivial.
Proof. 4)

=}

3)

According to Theorem 2.2.6, we have H

~

H t #Ho.

Moreover, since the characteristic is 0, H t 9!! U(L) and therefore eCHo
acts trivially on Hi and thus 1l1#C

~

HI ® C is a normal commutative

subHopfalgebra of H. By Remark 2.2.8, H o is a finitely generated left

c-

module, hence H 9!! HI#Ho is a finitely geuerated left H1#C-module. Set
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2) : Given a normal subHopfalgebra B C H such that H is

gcnerated by h1, ... ,hj as a left B-module, then HjB+H is spanned by
hi

+ B+ H,

", h,

+ B+H

as a k-space, thus we can set A

=B

(note that

HA+=A+H by normality).

2)

=}

1) : Without loss of generality, we can assume the field k alge-

braically closed. Indeed, if H satisfies 2), then so does fI

= H 0k (and with

the same dimension of the factor). Suppose we know that this irnpies that fI
satisfies an identity over k. Then expressing the coefficients of this identity
through some basis of k over k, we obtain an identity for Hover k (of the
same or lower degree).
So let k be algebraically closed. Then

ii = HjHA+,

being a finite-di-

mensiollal cocommutative Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 0, is necessarily a group algebra: fI

2"

kG, for some finite group

G. This follows, for example, from Theorem 0.2.7, since in characteristic 0
the connected part is either trivial or infinite-dimensional.

According to

the one-to-one correspondence between normal subHopfalgebras and Hopf
ideals in the cocommutative case, A

= H'''li, the subalgebra of coinvariants

of the (right) H-comodule algebra H.

Since

it

S! kG, we can interpret

this fact by saying that A is the identity component of H under the Ggrading corresponding

to

thc H-comodule structure. We can now apply the

theorem of Bergen and Cohen [7J, saying that if the identity component B 1
of an algebra 8 graded by a finite group is PI, then the whole algebra 8
is PI (moreover, by [4] - see also [5) for generalizations polynomial identity in B dcpends only

011

the degree of a

the degree of the identity in 8 1

and the order of the group). Hence II is a PI algebra.
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k, then E acts on fJ by

semilinear Hopf algebra automorphisms. Now we can decompose over k:

where L

= P(fJ) = P(fI) 1311.[ = L0k and C = C(H).

Since fJ is PI, we sec that

L is Abeliall, and there exists a characteristic

Abelian subgroup G l C G of finite index, and t.he kernel Go C G of the
action of G

Oil

L also has a finite index by Theorem 2.1.7. Clearl)", Land G

are E-invariant. It follows that G 1 is also E-invariant. Moreover, since the
action of G on

L is given

by

the kernel Go of the action is E-iuvariant as well. Therefore, according to
Lemma 0.5.1 we conclude that

where C is the set of all clements ofk(GonG 1 ) fixed by E. Since k(GonGd
is a subHopfalgcbra of ff, C is a subHopfalgebra of If. Moreover, by Lemma
2.2.4, (coradH) 181 it = corad(H 0 k) = kG, so in fact C is in H o = coradH.
Finally, C is commutative and acts trivially on L by construction, and
dim HoIHoC+

= dim(Ho@k)/(I:lo@k)(C@k)+ =

(C concd

•

is finite.
Remark 2.2.10. It follows from the estimate of (G

Cd

found in [26] and

the estimate of (G) : Go n Gd found ill [19] that (coradH : C) in 4) and
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H1#C) can be bounded by

a function tJlat depends only on the deb'Tee of the identity satisfied by H.
Unfortunately, we do not have an estimate of the number of generators in 3)
unless

kit is finite.

Omversely, tbe estimate for the theorem of Bergen and Cohen found in
[4] implies that H satisfies an identity of degree bound(."C! by a function of
dimHIHA+ in 2). Moreover, since in 3) H is a finitely generated left B-

module and B is commutative, II in fact satisfies the standard identity of
degree 21, where I is the number of generators, because H can then be realized
as a factor of a subalgebra of I x I matrices O\'er B. By similar argument, H
satisfies the standard identity of degree 2(coradH: 0) in 4)
Remark 2.2.11. If H happens to be pointed (e.g. if it. = k), we can do
better in part 3): H is isomorphic to the crossed product B#"D, with the
tensor product coalgebra structure, where B is a commutative Hopf algebra
and D is a finite-dimensional one. Indeed, according to Theorem 0.2.7, we
have H

~

U(L)#kG, with the tensor product coalgebra structure. By part

4), we have a normal Abelian subgroup NeG of finite index that acts
trivially on U(L) and thus U(L)#kN is commutative and the action ofC on
U(L) gives rise to an action of GIN. Set B

= U(L)#kN,

D

= k(G/N).

a classical argument, kG can be represented as the crossed product

By

kN#~D,

with the tensor product coalgebra structure, for some twisted action of D on
tN and a 2-cocycle

T :

D 0 D -+ kN. So we finally obtain:

H" U(L)#kG" U(L)#(kN#,D) " (U(L)#kN)#oD,

(2.2.3)
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where D acts on U(L)#kN by the rule:

d· (x#y) ~ I:(d,,,. x)#(d",· y),
and the cocycle u: D0 D
u(c, d)

-4

Vd E D, x E U(L), y E kN,

U(L)#kN is giverl by

= 1#7(e, d),

"Ie, dE D.

The last isomorphism in (2.2.3) is simply x#(y.#d)

2.3

-4

(x#y)#d.

The Case of Prime Characteristic:
Coreduced Hyperalgebras

The case of prime characteristic appears to bc much morc complicated, in
particular because of the structure of the irreducible component HI of kl,
which Ileed not be all enveloping algebra. \Ve restrict our atlention mainly to
the case when HI is con..'<iuced (see the definition below). \Ve extend Theorem
2.1.3 to coroouced hyperalgebras and also give some partial results for the
smash products HI#kG with H 1 coreduced. The proofs will be postponed
until Chapter 4.
Until the cnd of this section, we assume the field k perfect of characteristic
p > 0, unless stated otherwise.
First we quote some definitions and results from [14, Sections 2.2.6,2.2.7,
2.2.9J.

Definition 2.3.1. Let V and W be vector spaces, n an integer. A map
r.p: V

-4

W is called p"-linear if it is additive and
'f'(>,v)

= )..P"r.p(v),

"Iv E V, ).. E k
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Let H be a hyperalgebra, then H' is a commutative algebra and so we can
define a p-lincar algebra map F : H' -+ H' :

f -+ tp, called the Frabeni'U.'J

homomorphism. Then there exists a unique lip-linear Hopf algebra map

V : H -+ H, calleJ Verschiebung, such that F is the transpose of V:
(I, V(h)) ~ f!(F(I), h),

Vh E H, fEll'.

Definition 2.3.2. We will say that H is of coheight r, r E Z+
if Vr+l(H+) = 0 and V"(H+) oF

o.

(Ul)

= {O, 1, ... },

If no such r exists, H is said to be of

infinite coheight.

Let L

= P(H)

and L r = L n V'(H), then we have L = Lo ::J L 1 :J

and each L r is in fact a p-Lie subalgehra
Definition 2.3.3. If the chain L =
L r•
i.e.

= L ro + 1 =
ro = 0, then

Lo

:J L l ::J . . stabilizes, i.e. we ha\-e

for some ro, then H is called stable. If Lo = £1

=

If is called coreduced (in particular, it means that H is of

infinite coheight).
Remark 2.3.4. Allllyperalgebras that are of finite type (dim P(H) < 00),
of finite coheight, or coreduced satisfy the stability condition. Stability is
necessary for the PBW-type structure theorem below.
Remark 2.3.5. It can be seen from [141 that H is coreduced iff V : H -+ H
is surjective iff F

H'

-+ H' is injective, which is equivalent to saying that

H" has no nilpotent elements, i.e. l/* is reduced in the sense of commutative

algebra (Definition 3.1.1). This observat.ion justifies the term "coreduced".
The following structure theorem is due to Cartier, Demazure, Gabriel et
al. Recall the multi-index notation from Section 0.4.
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Theorem 2.3.6. Let H be a hypemlgebm over a perfect field k of characteristic p.

Let L

=

P(JI) and Lr = L n Vr(H), r

V is the Verschiebung opemtoY·.
£1:::l

J=

:::l Lro

=

L'o+l

[0 :::l 11 :::l ... :::> I ro

= "

=

0,1, .. , where

Assume H is stable, i.e.
for some

1'0.

L = L o :::>

Choose a chain of set.,

= l ro +l = ... and a family {x,oli E I} of elements

of L such that XiO, i E 1" form a basis of L., for any r. Then there exists a
basis {z(<»} of H, indexed by

Q

E Z~} with a(i) < pr+l for i E l r \ 1r+1, .,uch

that

J)

z(~;} =x'o, for alii

E I, andz lO ) = I,

We will refer to any basi-'! satisfying 2) above as a basis of Udivided powers"
(ef. Definition 1.5.4). For any such basis of H, we have

•
Remark 2.3.7. Note that the components o:(i) with i E Jro

= 1'0+1 = .

are [lot restricted. It can be verified that

is the largest coreduccd subbialgebra (hence a subHopfalgebra by connectedness) of H.
Remark 2.3.8. It immediately follows from (2.3.1) that V(z(<>l)

each component of Q is divisible by p, and 0 otherwise.

= z(O</tJ)

if
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So if we choose any

ordered basis {xiOli E J} of L and set

then {iBlla E Z~)} will be a basis for H satisfying the conditions of Theorem
2.3.6 (whence the term "divided powers"). Because of this observation, our

proof of Theorem 2.3.11 will also apply to the case of zero dlluacteristic,
thereby giving a new proof of Theorem 2.1.3.
As a consequence, one can also obtain a PBW-type basis for H.
Corollary 2.3.10. UlSing the notation of tile theorem above, set
where the pairs (i, k) are such that 0
orner on the set of
rI(i,k)

x?k>'

0

:s;

nil:

.~uch

f)4irs.

:s; k :s; r

Xi.\:

= z{v"'),

if i E lr \ 1.+ 1 , and fIX a linoor

Then tile ordered monomials of the fonn

< P with only a finite number of nil: f:: 0, constitute a

~b~H

•

Now we state our main result on PI coreduced hyperalgebras (given by
the author in [20]).
Theorem 2.3.11. Let H be a hyperalgebra (i.e. connected cocommutative
Hopf algebra) over a perfect field k. In the c«se char k = p > 0, assume alsu
that H is coreduced. Then H is a PI algebra iff H is commutative. 1

Proof. See Section 4.2.

•

We will also prove the dual analog of this theorem for commutative Hopf
algebras in the next section - see Corollary 3.2.7.
IThis result was obtained ill oollaborlltion with Yu.Bahturin
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Corollary 2.3.12. Let H be a hypemlgebra of finite type (i.e. dimP(H) <

00) over a perfect field k. Then H is a PI algebra iff the maximal coreduced
subbialgebro of}{ is commutative.
Proof. A1J we observed, H contains a (unique) maximal coreduced subbialgebra H wi (see Remark 2.3.7). Moreover, uSing Corollary 2.3.10, we see
that H is a free finitely generated left module ovcr Hr<d. This proves thc
sufficiency of om condition, bt.'Cuuse H is realized (by virtue of right multiplication) as a subalgebra of a matrix ring oycr the commutative algebra

•

Hr«/.. The necessity follows from Theorem 2.3.11.
Corollary 2.3.13. Let
f'J,

Q{

be a variety of algebras (associative with 1). Let

be the relatively free algebra of2t in countably many variable.1 X ll X 2 " .

over an infinite perfect field k. Then

f'J,

admits a structure of a coredllced

hyperolgebra iff 2t is {OJ or the variety Alg of all algebm.s or the variety
Comm of all commutative algebras (cf. Proposition 2.1.11)
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.11, if

f'J,

admits a structure of a coreduced hy-

peralgebra and satisfies a polynomial identity, then :F'J. is commutative. This
provcs the necessity. The sufficiency follows from the examples below.

•

Example 2.3.14. Let:F be the free algcbra (as..<;ociative with 1) in Xl, X 2 , ..
Sct Xo = 1. Then

~X" ~

t

X,,, X"_,, n

~ 0, 1,..

(2.3.2)

k=O

defines a structme of a reduced hyperalgebra on:F [17, Sections 36.3.8 and
38. 1.1 OJ
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Example 2.3.15. Let. :Feomm = k[X], X 2 , • •• J, the free commutative algebra
(with 1) in Xl, X 2, .. Then (2.3.2) defines a structure of a reduced hyperal.
gebra on Fe"...", [i 7, Section 36.3.8].
Remark 2.3.16. It should be pointed out tlmt the comultiplicatioll on F
defined above is not the same as the comultiplication that we had before (e.g.
in Proposition 2.1.11).
As we have seen, Theorem 2.1.3 can be extended from universal envelopes
of characteristic 0 to coreduced hypcralgcbras of characteristic p. It is uatural
to expect that the same can be done with Theorem 2.1.7.
Conjecture 2.3.17. Let H be a hyperalgebra over a perfect field k. In the
case char k > 0, assume also that H lli coreduced. Let G be a group acting on
H by bialgebra automorphisms(=Hopf algebra autoillorphisms). Then the

smash product H #kG is PI iff

1) H is commutative,
2) there exists a subgroups A C G of finitc index such that A is Abelian
in the case chark = 0 and p-AbeJian in the case chark = p

> 0, and

3) A acts trivially on H.
It is easy to see that these conditiollS are sufficient. The necessity of
the first two conditions follows from Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.3.11. Presently, J
cannot

pro~"C

the necessity of the third condition, bIlL Theorems 2.3.18 and

2.3.19 below (given by the author in [20]) present some positive evidence that
it should be true. This conjecture is also the formal dual of Theorem 3.2.5.
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Recall from Section 0.1 that any Hopf algebra H has a fundamental coradical filtration H

= U':::=oIlm.

It is always a coalgebra filtration, and it is a

Hopf algebra filtration iff Ho = coradH is a suualgebra of If, invariant under
antipode [25, Lemma 5.2.81. This is the case, for instance, if H is pointed, so
we can define the associated graded Hopf algebra Ht;< for any pointed Hopf
algebra H. Note also that any bialgebra automorphism of If preserves the
coradical filtration and thercfore induces an automorphism of Hg c
Theorem 2.3.18. Let a group G act by biaigebrn automorphisms on a coreduced hypemlgebra H. If H#kG is PI, then Ulere exists a subgroup of finite
index in G alat ads triviully on HS'
Proof. Let us fix a basis of "divided powers" {z(olla E Z~)} in H. Then

Denote grz(o)

= z(o) + HloH

E HS c, then {grz(oJIa: E Z~)} is a basis of HY

and Theorem 2.3.6 implies that
grz(oJ

.grz{~l = (O:P)grz(O+lll.

In other words, H"c is isomorphic to the divided power algebra D(I) introduced ill Chapter 1 (Definition 1.5.4).
Notc that since all H m are G-invariant, we can extend the filtration
to H#kC by setting (H#kG)m

= Hm#kG.

Then we obtain Hf7#kG 9!

(H#kG)"c, and the latter is Pi since so is H#kG. The theorem now follows

from Theorem 2.3.19 below applied to Hsc#kG.

•
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Theorem 2.3.19. Let 1 be a !Jet and H = D(l), the divided power algebra,
i.e. }] has a basis {z"

10: E Z~)},

with multiplication
(2.3.3)

and cvmultiplication
6z(<t) =

L

zUi)

0 zb'l.

8+1'=<t

Suppose a grotlp G acts on H by bialgebra atltomorphism!J. Then the sma!J!'
product R #kG is PI iff there exists a subgroup A C G of finite index such
that A is Abelian in the case chark

= 0 and p-Abelian in

the case chark =

p > 0, and A acts trivially on H.
Proof. See Section 4.3.

•

Chapter 3
Commutative Hopf Algebras
with a Coidentity
3.1

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we will prove necessary and sufficient conditions for a reduced

commutative Hopf algebra over a perfect field to be cPI, i.e. to satisfy a
nontrivial polynomial identity as a coalgebra - see Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.5
(given by the author in [21]) in the next section. The equivalence of 1) and
2) in Theorem 3.2.2 is the formal dual of the generalized Passman theorem
obtained in Chapter 2 for the case of zero characteristic (Theorem 2.2.9).
Theorem 3.2.5 is dual to Conjecture 2.3.17 in prime characteristic (assuming

the field algebraically closed).
Definition 3.1.1. Let A be a commutative a.lgehra, then the set of all nilpotent elements is an ideal in A, called the nilmdical of A. We will denote it

cadA. The algebra A is called reduced if radA
81

=0

An ideal J

<l

A is said to
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be radical if AIJ is reduced.
The following is an old result of P.Carticr (see e.g. [25, Corollary 9.2.11])
Theorem 3.1.2. Let H be a commutative Hop! algebra over a field k of

•

chamcteristic O. Then H is reduced.

In the case of primc charactcristic, a commutative Bopf algebra H docs
not have to be reduced. However, if k is perfect, as we will assume from now
on (unless stated otherwise), radH is a Bapf ideal [36, Chapter 6, Exercise

31 and thus If IradH

is a reduced Hopf algebra (cf. Remark 2.3.7).

We will extensively

u~

the geometric interpretation of commutative Hopf

algebras - affine group schemes. But since we will concentrate on the reduced
case, we can restrict ourselves to (affine) algebraic groups in the "naive"
sense, i.e. an algebraic group C defined over k will be a subset of a finitedimensional affine space over k determined by polynomial C<luations with
coefficients in k and endowed with a group structure by polynomial functions with coefficients ill k. As is wdl-known, such algebraic groups are
in one-to-one correspondence with commutathoe Hopf algebras If that are
finitely geucrated (as algebras) and such that H

(9

k is reduced.

[Il

the geo-

metric literature, algebl'aic groups of this kind as well as their Hopf algebras
are called "smooth"; over a perfect field this is the same as reduced. The
correspondeuce is set up as follows. Givcn an algebraic group G, we can
construct its Hopf algebra H = O(G) of regular (=polynomial) functions
with coefficients in k, from which the group G can be recovered as the group
Alg(H,k) of all algebra maps H ~ if. (under the convolution product). The
comultiplication of H is induced by the multiplication in G and vice versa
(see Section 0.2).
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Recall that the Zarnsky topology of the d-dimensional affine space k d is
defined by taking the sets of zeros of families of polynomials in d variables
with coefficients in it for the system of closed sets. If H is a commutative
Hopf algebra generated by d elements, then the group G

= Alg(H, k) can be

identified with a closed subset of k d and thus inherits the Zarissky topology.
Moreover, closed suLJgroups of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the
Hopf ideals of ff = H 0k that are radical. Namely, if Q is a closed subgroup,
the corresponding ideal J is the set of all elements from f! that vanish on Q.
By Lemma 0.5.1, Q is defined over k, i.e. J comes from an ideal ill H, iff J
is invariant under E

= Gal(k/k).

TIle latter happens iff Q is invariant under

E, which acts on G = Alg(H, k) by virtue of its action on k.

If Q

c

C is a closed normal subgroup, then the factorgrollp G/Q can

again be viewed as an algebraic group (see e.g. [36, Chapter 16]). If G and

Q are defined over k, then so is C/Q. The Hopf algebra O(GIQl of regular
functions on G /Q is the subHopfalgebra of H

= O(G) obtained from the ideal

J of Q by the correspondence between subHopfalgebras and normal Hopf

ideals discussed in Section 0.2. Let liS now show that this correspondence
agrees with taking the dual (we will usc this fact later).
Lemma 3.1.3. Let /J be a /lopf algebra, J( c H a normal sub/lopfalgebra

Consider J

= J(l- = {f E /Jo I(I, K) = OJ.
= (lJ K+)l-.

Then J is a nonllal Hopf ideal

of H O and (Ho)c.a(H·fJ)

Proof. By Lemma 0.1.5, J is a biideal. Since K is invariant under the

antipode S of H, J

= Kl- will be invariant under S·.

But S' is the antipode

of H O , hence J is a Hopf ideal.
Now consider the right adjoint coaction p, : H O ---> H O0 HO. For

f E J{0
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and k,h E H, we compute:

(LI", 0 (8/(")/(,,,k0h)

LU",,k)((81",)/"" h)
L If",, k)(51"" h",)If"" hi"~)
L Up). Sh(1})U(z}, k)(f(3), h(2))
LIf, (8h",)kh",) ~

If, (.d,h)(k)).

Since K is adrH-illvariant, it follows that Prj will annihilate K 0 H as long
as

f annihilates K. In other wonk,

Prj

C (K 0 H)J.

=J

0 HO, Similarly,

we also have pd C HO 0.J and thus J is normal.
Finally,

U E Wllll-/0l

E

W0l)

{IE WI{6.f - f01,H0K} =O} (since J= KJ.)

U E H" IVh E 11, Vk E K If, hk) - If, h)(l, k)
U E WIVh E 11, Vk E K

If,h(k -,(kill)

~

~

O}

OJ

(HK+)J..

•

Now we want to assign a group to a commutative Hopf algebra that is
not necessarily finitely generated. The local finiteness of coalgebras (Theorem
0.1.8) implies that any Hopf algebra H is the union of its subHopfalgebras

that are finitely generated (as algebras). We will denote these subHopfalgebras by H j , i E I, where I is an indexing set and we write i $ j iff Hi C H j
Then J is a directed

~et

and we obtain:
H=I~Hi,iEI.
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Therefore, we can assign to If a "pro-algebraic group" (i.e. an inversc limit
of algebraic groups)
G = Alg(H,k) = I~G;,
where G; = Alg(H" it) If we assume H commutative and smooth(=reduced
ifk is perfect), then, thanks to Lemma 3.1.4 below, H can be recovered from
Gas O(G). The latter is defined as thc set of fUlIctions G -+ it that can be
written as a composition of the canOllical map G -+ Gi and a function from

O(G,), for some i E I.
Lemma 3.104. Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra over an algebraically
closed field k of any charactcrntic. If K cHis a subHopfalgcbra, then
tile restriction map AIg(lf,k)
intersection of all

kemeL~

-t

Alg(K,k) i.3 surjective. Conseq1lently, the

of algebra maps H -+ k

i,~

the lIilradical of 1/.

Proof. The proof follows from the faithful flatness over subHopfalgebras

and the Hilbert Nullstellensatz (see [36, Chapter 15, Exercise 3]).

3.2

•

The Dual Passman Theorem

A group G is called Abelian-by-finite if it contains an Abelian subgroup A of
finite index (without loss of generality, A can be assumed normal and even
characteristic). Thcn the result of D.Passman (Theorem 2.1.1) says tllat the
Hopf algebra kG over a field of characteristic 0 is PI iff Gis Abelian-by-finite.
In Scction 2.2, we have generalized this result to arbitrary cocommutativc
Hopf algebras. Now we obtain a dualizatioll of this theorem. First we ncOO
a version of "Abc1ian-by-finitcness" suitable for pro-algebraic groups.
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G i , i E I, I

a directed set, G i algebraic groups defined ovcr k. We will call G Abelianby-finite if there exists a compatible family of normal Abelian algebraic subgroups A; C Gil i E I, defined over k, such that (G; : Ai) are bounded.
By "compatibility" wc mean that rp;j(A j ) C Ai, for ally i < j in I, where
'Pij :

Gj -+ Go arc the structure maps of the inverse limit systcm.

Theorem 3.2.2. Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k of
characteristic O. Then the fol/ounng conditions are eqtlivalent:

1) H i3 PIMa coalgebra,
2) There exists a finite-dime1l8ional stlbllopfalgebra K C If such that
H / H K+ i.'l cocommvtative,
9) H

= O(G),

where G is an Abelian-by-finite pro-algebmic group (in tile

Se1k'le of the aoove definition),
4) The (abstract) group G = Alg(H,k) is Abelian-by-finite, i.e.

there

exists an Abelian subgroup A C G of finite index.

Proof. I) => 4): Set H= H0k and

G = AlgIll,k) = Alglii,k) = GliiO).
Since the elements of G arc linearly independent over k, we have kG C flO.
Now flO is a PI algebra by Proposition 1.1.4, hence by Theorem 2.1.1, there
exists an Abelian subb'TOUP A C G of finite index
4) => 3) : As we know, If

= l~l H;,

i E I, 1 a directed set, where Hi

are finitely generated subHopfalgebras. Set G; = Alg(H;, k), the algebraic
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r-,-[oreover, by Lemma 3.1.4,

the canonical maps 'Pi : G -+ G i are surjective (being the restriction maps
induced by the inclusions Hi C H).
Wit.hout toss of generality, we can assume A C G characteristic. Set
Ai

= 'P;(A),

the Zarissky elosure of 'P;(A), then Ai C G i , i E I, is a compat-

ible family of closed normal Abelian subgroups, which are inwuiant under
all continuous autornoq)hisms of G i liftable to autoTllorphisms of G. In particular, Ai are invariant under Gal(k/k) that acts on G

= Alg(H,k)

and

G i = Alg(J1 i ,k) in a natural way. Thus all A; are defined over k Clearly,

(G"

A,) ~ (G, A).

3) => 2) . Let Hi

= O(Gi ), then

H

= ~ Hi,

where the maps

of the direct limit system arc induced by the morphisms

Set K i = O(G;jA i ), then K; is a sllhHopfalgebra of Hi and
(,)(A,)~lJ./lJ,K:.

Moreover, since 'Pij(A j ) C Ai, we have ¢,j(K;) C K j , for all i < j, so we can
set K =

l~

K;. Then K is a subHopfalgebra of Hand

= (G i Ai) arc bounded, K is finite-dimensional.
= 0(.4;) are cocommutative, so is HIHK+.

Since dim K i
H;IHiKt

Finally, since
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1) part of the proof of

Theorem 2.2.9, we can assume k algebraically closed. From Lemma 3.1.4
it follows tllat HO

='

AIg(H, k) separates the elements of H (H ha.<; zero

nilradical since chark

= 0 by Theorem 3.1.2).

Hence H imbeds into H"" in

a natural way. So it suffices to prove that the cocoffimutative Hopf algebra

HO is P J as lin algebra. To show this, consider
J ~K" ~ (fE W!U,K) ~O}.
Since K is a subHopfalgebra., J is a Hopr ideal of HO and HO/ J naturally
imbeds into KO, so it is finite-dimensional. According to the one-te-onc correspoudcllce between normal subHopfalgebras and Hopf ideals, I

= HO A+,

where A = (HO)e<>(W{J) is a normal subHopfalgebra of HO. By Lemma 3.1.3,
A

= (HK+)l0 = (H/IIK+)".

Since H/HK+ is cocornmutative, A is corn-

mutative and Theorem 2.2.9 applies to

•

f{0.

Remark 3.2.3. Similarly to the dual situaiion, it follows from [26] that the
index of A in Alg(H, It) in 4) and, therefore, (G i

:

Ai) in the inverse limit

in 3) (see Definition 3.2.1) and dimK in 2) can be bounded by a function
that depends only 011 the degree of the coidentity satisfied by H. Conversely,
Remark 2.2.10 implies that H satisfies an identity of degree bounded by a
function of dim K in 2) or the bound of (G i : A;) in the inverse limit in 3) or
(0; A) in 4). Moreover, H in fact satisfies a standard identity as a coalgebra

since so does If" as an algebra.
Now we pass to the case of prime characteristic p. In this case, Theorem
2.1.1 says that kG is Pf iff Gis p-Abelian-by-finite, i.e. there exists a]r
Abelian subgroup A

c G

of finite indcx. We Deed a version of this notion
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for pro-algebraic groups.

Definition 3.2.4. Let G be a pro-algebraic group: G =

I~G;,

i E f, f

a directed set, G, algebraic groups defined over k, cuar k = p. We will say

that G is p--Abelian-by-finite if there exists a compatible family of normal
algebraic subgroups Ai C G;, i E f, defined over k, such that (G i

:

A,) are

bounded and (Ai; 1) are bounded powers of p,

Theorem 3.2.5. Let H be a reduced commutative Hop! alg/:.bra over a peljat
field k

0/ characteristic

p. Then the /01l0wi119 conditions are equivalent:

1) H is PIasa coalgebra,

2) There exist subHopjalgebras K

C

L c II such that K is finite-dimen-

sionnl semisimple, f../LK+ is cocommutative, and H/HL+ is finitedime113ional semisimple with dimension equal to a power oj p,
S) H

= O(G),

where G is ap-Abelian-by-ftnite pro-algebraic group (in the

sense of tile above definition),

4) The (abstract) group G = Alg(H,k) is p-Abelian-by-finite, i.e. there
exists a subgroup A such Vml (G

A) is finite and (A' : 1) is a power

ofp
Proof. The demoustratiou of 1) ::::} 4)

:=}

3) proceeds in a way quite

similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, replacing "Abelian" by "p--Abeliull".
3) => 2) : Let H; = 0(0;), then H =
,pij :

1.0;' Hi, where the maps

H; -r Hj , i < j,
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of the direct limit system are induced by the morphisms

Set K;

= O(GdA;),

Li

= O(GdAD,

then K i C L; are subHopfalgebras of

Hi and we have

Hence L;/L;Ki+ are cocomrnutative, K; and H;/H;L7 are semisimple of
bounded dimension, the latter having dimension equal to a power of p
Moreover, since !.p;j{Aj ) C Ai, we have !.p;j(A}) C A; and so tP;j(K;) C Kj ,

tPij(Li ) C L j , for all i < j. Thus we can set

J{

=

~

K;, L =

I~

Li , which

clearly satisfy all the desired conditions.
2) => 1) : Without loss of generality, k is algebraically closed. From
Lemma 3.1.4 it follows that H°:J Alg(H,k) separates the elements of H (11
has zero nilradical by assumption). Hence H imbeds into H

QQ

and it suffices

to prove that the cocommutative Hopf algebra HO is PI as an algebra. To
show this, consider the Hopf ideal J

= Kl.

C HO. Since l]OIJ naturally

imbeds into KO, it is finite-dimensional cosemisimple, hence a group algebra
of It finite group
According

to

the one-to-one correspondence between lloflual subHopfal-

gebras and Hopf ideals, J = HOA+, where A = (Ho)cd,H'{J) is a normal
subHopfalgebra of HO. As ill the proof of Theorem 2.2.9, A is the identity
component of HO under the grading corresponding to the HOI J-coaction.
Hence it suffices to prove that A is PI
By Lemma 3.1.3, A

= (HK+)l. = (HIHK+)o.

L = LI(LnHKi·) is a subHopfalgebraof if.

Set

fI

= HIHK+. Then

By faithful flatness {see Remark
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2.2.8),

so

L = LI LK+

and thus

L is cocommutative.
= L.J.. of fr.

Now consider the Hopf ideal N

Again by the one-to-one

= ir B+ for some normal subHopfalgebra B c fro By
= (iijiTL+)O = (lJIHL+)", so B is cosemisimple with

correspondence, N
Lemma 3.1.3, B

dimension equal to a power of p, i.e. a group algebra of a finite p-group.
Hence B+ is nilpotent and so is N =
into

t

Q

ir B+

= B+ jjQ. Finally,

and thus is commutative. It folio",,'!> that A =

fr

Q

if" 1N

is Pl.

imbeds

•

Remark 3.2.6. It follows from (261 that (G: AHA': 1) in condition 4) and
therefore, (G. : A;HA:

1) in tile inverse limit in 3) (see Definition 3.2.4)

and dim(K) dim(H/HL+) in condition 2) can be bounded by a function that
depends only au thc degree of the coidcntity satisficd by H. Conversely, it
can be deduced from tIle proof 2)

=}

1) above that H satisfies an identity of

degree bounded by a function of dim K and dimH/HL+ in 2), etc.
These results can be sharpencd in a remarkable way if we assume that H
is an integral domain.
Corollary 3.2.7. Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra over any field k.
Assume further that H is an integral domain. Then H is PI as a coalgebra
iffH iscocommutative.

Proof. The nontrivial part is to show that if His cPl, then H is cocommutativc. Since H is a domain, so is rt jradEl, where f!

=H0

k. This

follows from the fact that the condition "H/radH is a domain" is invariant
under any field extension [36, Section 6.6] (this condition is equivalcut to the
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connectedness of the affine group scheme associated with H), But then H
imbeds illto the domain fI/radH, which is a Hopf algebra oyer k and satisfies
the same coidentity as H. Thus we have reduced the proof to the case of
algebraically closed k
Since H is cPI, then by part 3) of Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.5, the group
G = Alg(H, k) is an inverse limit of algebraic groups Gi , each of which has
a closed (p--)Abcliall subgroup Ai of finite index. In terms of H we have:
H

= I~ O(Gi ), and without loss of generality, the canonical

maps

W.,O(G,) .... H
are injective (otherwise we can replace 0(0;) by O(Oi)/Ker¢; and Oi by
Im<p;, where <Pi : G -+ G; are the canonical maps). But then all O(G;l are
integral domains, so Oi are connected and therefore, Ai must be equal to OJ
and further A: must be trivial. Thus all G i are Abelian and soH =
is cocommutative.

3.3

~O(G;)

•

Pseudoinvolutive Hopf Algebras

We can now extend our scope to include Hopf algebras that arc not commutative, but can be twisted ill a certain way to become commutative. These
are the "pseudoinvolutive" Hopf algebras introduced ill [15J.

Definition 3.3.1. Let, H be a Hopf algebra, P : lJ 0 H -+ k a linear map.
The pair (H,P) is called a cotriangular Hop! algebm if P is a skew-symmetric
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bicliaracter, i.e. for all h, k, 1 E H we have

LP(h,,!,k)P(h,,,,I),

P(h,kl)

(3.3.1)

LP(h,I",)P(k,I",),

P(hk, I)

(3.3.2)

~(hk),

(3.3.3)

L{3(Ii(l),k(I)){3(k(2),h(2))

and H is almost commutative by virtue of {3, i.e. for all /i,k E H,

Note that (3.3.3) above says that {3(k, h) is the inverse of (j(h, k) under the
convolution product

* (hence

the term "skew-symmetric"). Clearly, (3.3.1)

and (3.3.2) follow from each other in the presence of (3.3.3).
If (H,fJ) is a cotriangular Hopf algebra, then the square of the antipode
52 is known to haw the form (see e.g. [25, Proposition 10.2.12]):

where u: H

-4

k is the Drinfeld element (u E G(HO)) given by

Therefore, S2 preserves any subcoalgebra C C H.
From now on, k is algebraically closed of characteristic O.

Definition 3.3.2. A cotriangular Hopf algebra (H,{3) is called pseudoinvolutive if tr(SZlc) = dime, for any finite-dimensional subcoalgebra C C H.

Suppose we have a Hopf algebra fJ and a left 2-cocycle a Ii 0 H
where k is \'iewed as a trivial H-module so (0.2.3) becomes:

-4

k,
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for all h, k, m E H. Then we can define a llew Hopf algebra Ha in t,he following
way: Ha = H as a vector space, with tlle multiplication given by

the comultipiication the same as in H and the antipode

Remark 3.3.3. If
q-I

q

is a left 2-cocycle on H \ then its convolution inverse

is a right 2-cocycle on H and a left 2-cocycle on

}fa

(see [3]). Clearly,

l

(Ha)a- = H, so our "cocycle twist" of a Hopf algebra is an invertible oper-

ation.
P.Etingof and S.Gelaki [151 proved. the following result describing pseudoillvolutive cotriangular Hopf algebras.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let (H, fJ) be a cotriangulaT" Hopf algebra. Then (H, fJ) is
pseudoinvolutive iff H
2-cocyde

where

T

(j:

= G(G)",

G(G) 0 G(G)

is the ''flip'' h0 k

4

4

faT" some pro-algebraic group G and a left

k, and

k 011 and f3c

= Hc0t: +t:@c+c0c-c0c),

for some central element c E G of order::: 2.

•

Combining this theorem with our Theorem 3.2.2 and using the fact that
}f

and H a have the same comuitiplication and tile same subHopfalgebras,

we get the following
Corollary 3.3.5. Let

}f

be a

p.~eudoinvolutive

Tllen the following conditions are equivalent:

cotriangular Hopf algebra.
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coolgebru,
4

finitt·dimem1QflaJ $UbHopfalgebru K CHand a left 2-

cocydeu': HI8IH --t k 8Uch that H'" is commutativt and HIH

0'" K~

is cocommutatiue,

9} H = O(G)". where G is an Abe/ian-by-finite pro-algebraic group and
a: O(G) 181 O(G)

--t

k is a left 2-cocycleo

•

Chapter 4
Divided Power Algebras
and Power Series
4.1

Hyperalgebras and Formal Groups

In this section we will show, following J.Dicudonne [14, Section 1.2], how
the dual topological algebra

fj'

for a Hopf algebra H cun be constructed.

If H is a coreduced hyperalgcbra in the sense of Chapter 2, then f/' turns
out to be an algebra of power series, with some additional structure which
is equivalent to a "formal group law" (see below). Then in Section 4.2 we

will use this formal group law to construct a certain group, and then apply
Passman's criterion together with some topological ideas (suggested by the
proof of Corollary 3.2.7) in order to prove Theorem 2.3.11. Section 4.3 is
devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3.19 and also uses the dual topological
algebra.
Recall that in Section 0.4 we have established a duality between the cate96
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gory of vector spaces (without topology) and the category of pro-finite topological vector spaces. HC is a coalgebra, then t:::.: C
t:::.* : (C 0 OJ*

C0C induces a map

C' that we used in Section 0.1 to define the multiplication

on the dual space Co. Now we consider C* not just as a vector space, but
as a topological vector space (with the ..-weak topology). Thus C* becomes
a pro-finite topological algebra. Conversely, suppose A is a pro-fmite topological algebra with multiplication

Tn :

A0 A

A. We know that A "" C'

as a topological vector space, where 0 is the space of continuous linear functions

011

A. Furthermore, we can extend

Tn

by continuity to the completed

tensor product A0A, which is naturally isomorphic to (000)*, hence we
obtain a continuous linear map m : (00 C)'

!J. : 0 -+ 000 such that

m"" t:::. *, so 0

Co. But then there exists

becomes a coalgebra. Thus we have

established a duality between the category of coalgebras and the category of
pro-finite topological algebras.
Now if H is a Hopf algebra, then H* is a (pro-finite) topological algebra,
and the multiplication and unit of H inducc the OOlltillUOUS algebra maps

V : H* -+ H'0H* and

€ :

H*

k such that the following two diagrams are

commutative:

[{'

V

H'ell*

id0V

H*0H"0W

vi
H'0H*

!V@id
(4.1.1)

so we can denote the diagonal map above by V 3 : H* -+ (H*)03 and define
by induction Dr>: H*

(11*)*", and
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The antipode of H, in its turn, induces a continuons anti-algebra map
S : H' -+ H' such that the following diagram commutes'

where

Tn '

H'0H' -+ H" is the (extended) multiplication map.

We can summarize the above diagrams by saying that H' is a "topological
Hopf algebra" (but of conrse it is

1I0t

a Hopf algebra in the usual sense)

Conversely, any such pro-finite "topological Hopf algebra" has the form fT'
for some (ordinary) Hopf algebra H. This is a version of Cartier duality [13].
Remark 4.1.1. An affine group scheme over k (that generalizes the "naive"
notion of algebraic group used in Chapter 3) is defined as a representable
functor G from the category of commutative k-algebras

to

the category of

groups, i.e. to any commutative algebra A we assign a group G(A) and there
exists a commutative algebra fJ such that G(A)

= Alg(li, A)

as sets, for

any A. It turns out that defining the group multiplication on all the sets
G(A} in a natural way is equivalent to defining a Hopf algebra strudurc
on H (see (36]). Similarly, a formal group scheme over k can be defined
as a representable functor G from the category of pro-finite commutative
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wpological k-algebras to the category of groups: G(A) = Algc(Z, A}, the set
of continuous algebra maps Z

~

A, where Z is a pro-finite commutative

topological algebra. Then Z turns out to be a

~topologjcal

Hopf algebra"

as defined above, so Z = H' for some (usual) cocommutative Hopf algebra
N. tn this context, the cocommutath·e Hopf aJgebra 11 is referred to as the
covariant algebra of the format group scheme G, whereas the commutative
~topological

Hopf algebra" H' is referred to as the contravariant algebra of

G ('00 [141)
From now on, the field k is perfect. Let H be a coreduced hyperalgebra
if chark = 1) (recall that Definition 2.3.3 of a coreduccd hyperalgebra was
given only over a perfect field), or any hyperalgebra if chark

= O.

Then by

Theorem 2.3.6 (with ro = 0) and Remark 2.3.9, we can choose a basis of
"divided powers" {z(n)!a E Z~l} in H. Defining t; E H' by (t;,z(n l ) = 1
if a =

€;

and 0 otherwise, and setting t" = r1;E""p~" tf(;), we see that the

formula for the iterated comultiplication
6"z(lJ) =

L

z(,911 0 . . 0 z(,9~)

,9,+.-.+Il~;1l

implies:
ifa= 13,
0, ifaf13.

(t",z(,9») = { 1,

(4.1.4)

It now follows that the algebra H', with the *+weak topology, is isomor+

phic to the topological algebra of formal power series k[[t;li E 1]], which we
will often abbreviate as k[[t]]. In terms of k[[tJ], the map e : }{'

~

k sends

each power series to its constant term. Further, H"0H" is clearly isomorphic
to the topological algebra k[[u;, Viii E

Til of power series

in the double set of
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variables (similarly (H'i~3, etc.) Then (4.1.1), (4.1.2), and (4.1.3) take the
form of the following diagrams:

V_ _ k[[ll, vII
k[[tll _ _

vj

jv"

kll", vll--V-.whcre Du sends the series

k[I", v, wll

(4.l.5)

L >''',/lU''v!> to LV (L >.",pu") w!>, etc.,
",P

fJ"

kll", vii ..'!2- k[[tll..'!2- k[[ll, vII

~t/~
k[[tll

where t u sends

"'

,

k[[ll, vII ..'!2- k[[tll..'!2- kll", vII

~l~
klltJl

where Su scnds

(41.6)

L >.",pu"v!> to L >'o,pt ll , etc., and

(4.l.7)

L >.",Pu"vll to L S (L >''''Ilt'') til, etc.

",p
fJ"
Conversely, any pro-finite commutative "topological Hopf algebra" that

is isomorphic to k[[t]] as a topological algebra, gives rise to a hypcralgebra
which is coreduced if char k

=P

Definition 4.1.2. A formal group law \...ith (possibly infinite) index set I
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= {I;}iEl of clements ofk[[u, v]] = k[[u;, viii E In:
/;(u,v)

= LA",,9:(i)U"vti

(4,1,8)

0,'

such that the following conditions are sat.isfied:
1) /;(u, v)

= t4 + v;

2) for any fixed
A.,(i)

0:,

/3

(mod degree 2), for all i E Ij
E Z~) there are only finitely many i E I such that

# 0;

3) f(f(u,v),w)

= f(u,f(v,w))

-

this condition makes sense, because

2) above guarantees that computing the coefficients of the composite
power series involves only fillite sums (see [17, 9.6]).

= {I;(u, v)} there exists
= {9;(t)} such that

It is well-knowll that for any formal group law f

a uni(jue "inverse", i.e. a family of power series g

Mt,glt))

~

f.(g(t), tl

~

Vi E I,

0,

Now any continuous algebra map V : kilt]]

--jo

(41.9)

k[[u, vll is uniquely deter-

mined by tbe images of the variables t;. i\lorcover, the family

Ii = V{t;),

i E T, will satisfy the condition 2) of Definition 4.1.2. Indeed, let

a,/3

be

L

A"'fl'U'" v fJ ' with A".11 := 0 is a
"',ti'
neighbourhood of 0 in k[[u, vlJ, hence there must be a neighbourhood U' of 0

fixed, then the set U of all power series

in k[[tJI such that V(U') C U, but all t; except a finite number will lie in U',
hence the condition 2) for

Ii = V(t;).

Conversely, for any family {I;} satisfy--jo

k[lu, vII such

= h(f(u, v)),

all h E k[[t]].

ing 2) we can construct a continuous algebra map V : kIlt]]
that V(t;)

= j;, for all i

E I, by setting V(h(t))
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Further, the axioms (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) are t-'quivalent to the conditions 3)
and 1) of Definition 4.1.2, respectively, and (4.1.7) is equivalent to (4.1.9) for
gi

= S(t;).

Therefore, coreduced hyperalgebras in prime characteristic are

precisely those hyperalgebras that arise from formal group laws (and in zero
characteristic, all hyperalgebras arise from formal group laws). Recall here
that the existence of antipode is automatic for hyperalgebras the existence of the "invcrsen {gil above.

this proves

Tracing back our two steps, wc can even obtain thc explicit structure
of the hyperalgebra H corrcponding

to

the formal group law f(u, v) given

by (4.1.8). H has a basis of "divided powers" z(ol,

0'

E Z~), that satisfies

(4.1.4). Let us express the product z(Jl)z(") through the basis {z(ol}:

Then applying t" E H· to both sides, we compute:

and recalling that D(t") = (f(u, v))", we see that /J~;1 is equal to the coefficieIlt of ullv"" in the power series

Remark 4.1.3. If char k

= 0, then the hyperalgebra that corresponds to the

formal group law f is the universal envelope U(I.), where L is the Lie algebra
of f (see [30]). 1/1 this sense, the hypcralgebra of a formal gronp law in prime
characteristic is a replacement of U(L) ill zero characteristic.
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Example 4.1.4. The simplest example of a formal group law with index set
I is the "additive

law~:

ft(U,V)=Ui+V;,

'tiEl.

The hyperalgebra corresponding to this formal group law is nothing else but
the divided power algebra D(J) introduced in Chapter 1 (Definition 1.5.4).
If char k

= 0,

then D(J)

~

k[Xili E I], which is also the universal envelope

of the Abelian Lie algebra of dimension

Ill.

In what follows, it will be necessary to e.'lltend the ring of scalars. Let A
be a commutative complete topological algebra (in a moment we will assume

that the topology of A is induced by a discrete valuation - sec below). Obviously, H'

= klltdi E IJ], with the topology of the direet product of copics
In, with the topology of the direet product

of k, is a subspace of A[[t;li E

of copies of A (hence complete). The A~submodule generated by k[lt]] is
dense in Alit]] and isomorphic to A €I kUt]], so in fact Alit]] S! A0H', the
completion of A 181 k[[t]]. Thus we call uniquely extend V, c, and S to continuons A-algebra maps A[lt]] --+ A[[u, v]], A[[t]] --+ A, and A[[t]] --+ A[[t]],
respectively, and (4.1.5), (4.1.6), and (4.1.7) continue to hold for the extended
maps, which we will denote from now

Oli

by the same letters V, c, and S.

Lemma 4.1.5. Let rp,1/J ; A[lt]] --+ A lJe continuous A-module maps. Then

there is a uffiql.le continuous A-module map ('P,1/J) : A[[u, vl] --+ A that
u""v tl to rp(t"")1/J{t.8). MorevIJer,

Proof. The composition of the map

2:>",u",", --; 2::" "¢ .(2::
&""') ,"
8
o.,fJ

.~eflds

if 'P,w are algebra maps, then so is (rp,1/J)
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with "P is clearly a continuous A-module map satisfying the desired property
of ("P,1f!). The uniqueness follows from the fact that the monomials n"v ll
generate a dense

A~submodule

to check it only for the
Now the maps V,

in A[[n, vJl. As to the last assertion, it suffices

monomiaL~

f,

•

and this is obviolls.

and S allow us to define a group structure on the

set of all continuous A-algebra maps Alg.;(A[[tlJ, A).
First we make the set HOIll.c(A[[tJ], A) of all continuous A-module maps
an A-algebra by virtue of (a topological version of) the

cOIl~·olution

product:

for any "P,1/J E Homc(A[[tll, A), we define

(41.10)

wllere ("P,1f!) Ann, v]]-+ A is as in Lemma 4.1.5 above.
Lemma 4.1.6. The product on Homc(A[[t]], A) thus defined is A-bilinear,
a.~sociative

and has a unit e.

ProoI Obviollsly,

* is A-bilinear, associativity and the unit axiom follow

•

directly from (4.1.5) and (4.1.6).

If "P, 'I/J are algebra maps, then 'P * 1f! is also an algebra map (as a composition of such). Morcover, from (4.1.7) it follows that the algebra map 'P0S
is the inverse of 'P. Therefore, the snbset Alg.;(A[[tll, A»)

c

HOll\,(A[[t]], A)

becomes a group under *.
Prom now to the end of this section, we will assume the indexing set [
finite or countable, and A will be a fixed commutative k.algebra with the
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discrete valuation II: A -+ Z+ U {oo} satisfying

11(0)

iffa=O,

=:)Q

= 0 for any 0 of- .>. E k,
v(ab) = lI(a) + lI(b) for any a,b E A,
11('>')

lI(a +b) ~ min(lI(a),II(b)} for any a,b E A.

Note in particular that k

c

A is discrete and A has no zero divisors. We

will further assume that II is nontrivial (i.e. there exists a E A with lI(a)
other than 0 alld 00, which ill particular implies that A is infinite), and A is
complete with respect to II. The latter is equivalent to saying that

"aserics ~anconvergesinAiffn~""v(an)=OO".

(4.1.11)

Remark 4.1. 7. If [ is finite or countable, then the topology of k[!t;ji E

lJ]

can be induced by a discrete valuation as follows. Let us fix some total order
on I so that J can be identified with N or with its subset {l, . . ,N}. For
any

<:t

E Z~}, define

L:

Iiall ~

'ali)

;€&UPPo

Then for a power series
occurs ill

f.

I,

we set v(j) to be the lowest 110'11 such that to

It call be immediately verified that the topology induced by II

coincides with the topology of k[[tili E In defined earlier, in particular, v is
complete.
Lemma 4.1.8_ Suppose I is finite

uous A-algebra maps Alg,,(A[[tili

E

Of"

countable. Then the set of ail contin-

n],A) is in one-to-one correspondence
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> 0, for

= 00.

Proof. \Ve will use the notation introduced in the remark above.

If <p E Alg.,(A[[t;li E I]], A), set a;

= <p(t,).

Clearly, <p is uniquely deter-

mined by the family {a;hE/, and we must have //(a;) > 0, since .. ~nCXI ti
in A[lt]], and i~~ //(0;) =

co

(in the case I is illfinite), since ;~CXI t;

=

=

°

°

in

A[[tIJ·
On the other hand, let {a;};El be a family satisfying the cOllditions of the
lemma. If I = {I, ... , N}, we set for convenience

0i =

0, for all i > N, so

we can assume J = N.

f = L:" b"t"

Fix a power series

'" ~ L

E A[lt]]. For any n 2: 0, let us define

II

bo

11"11=..

af")

;Elupl'''

Note that the sum above is finite and 1I(c.,) 2: d(n), where

d(n)
We will show that
;~~ //(0;) = 00,

Suppose n
j

>

nlm,

>

= II~I~~;E~" //(a;)o:(i).

n~CXI d(n)

= 00.

Indeed, let mEN be fixed. Since

there is MEN such that lI(a;) 2:

M and 110'11

= n.

In

as soon as i >

whence

L

//(a;)a(i)2://(aj)2:m

;E.ul'p"

by the choice of M, or else n = lIall:5;, L:;E,uPI'"a(i), whence

L

Mlm.

Then either there is j E suppa such that

v(a;)a(;) ~

L
iE8U I'P"

ali) 2 m.
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d(n) 2': m, which

proves our assertion.
Now by (4.1.11), we

see

that the series

L::'o=oc"

is convergent in A and

we define rp(f) to be the sum of this series.
It is a standard computation with (absolutely) convergent series to show

that rp thus defined is an algebra map. Finally, the set U of all the series

f = L" bot" E A[lt]] such that v(b,,) 2': d(n), for all 0 with 11011 < n, is an
open set in A[[t]], and we have v(rp(j)) 2': d(n), for any

f

E V, which proves

•

that rp is continuous.
Lemma 4.1.9. Al/k(A[[tJ], A) separates the elements 01 A[[tll.

Proof. Let 0 t=-

I

=

2:" b"t" E A[[t]].

I =

f

Then we can write

In' where In

=

,,:0

L

bat"

1I0110=n

is the 1/?-th homogeneous component with respect to deg(t a )
that all

in

= 11011.

Notice

are in fact polynomials

Let 110 be the minimal n with In t=- O. Since v is nontrivial, we can find

o t=-

e E A with v(e)

> O. Since A is infinite and has no zero divisors, 'love

conclude that there is a family (e;)w in A such that I"o(c):f. O. Let us set

a;

= em;e;, i E I, where m

will be chosen later.

According to Lemma 4.1.8, we can construct 'P E Al/k(A[[t]j, A) with

rp(t;)

= ai, i

E I.

Then we haw

'U)

= f~(a)

+

L

fola)

no=tl<I+1

By definition of In' we have In(a) = emn fn(c). Therefore,
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wd
v(j,,(a)) 2': mllv(e) 2': mv(e) + mnov(e),
for n > no. If we choose m such that mv(e) > v(j"o(c)) (which is possible
since v(e) > 0 and v(J"o(c)) < 00), we will get 'P(J)"I

4.2

o.

•

PI Coreduced Hyperalgerbas
Are Commutative

Our main goal in this section will be the proof of Theorem 2.3.11 which says
that if a coredllced hyperalgebra over a perfect field of prime characteristic,
or any hyperalgebra over a field of zero characterstic, is PI, then it is commutative. For brevity, we will simply say

~coreduced

hypcralgebra" when we

mean a hyperalgebra of either of these two kinds.
So let f1 be a coreduced hyperalgebra. As we have just seen in Section 4.1,
the dual algebra H' is isomorphic to the algebra k[[t;li E /]1 of formal power
series, for some set I. IIIoreover, if A is a commutative complete topological
k-algebra, the lIlultiplication, unit, and antipode of H iuduce continuous

,I,'b"

m,p, V

AII'II -; Allu, vII, , , AII'II -;

A,

,nd S AII'II -; AII'II·

UsingD, e, and 5, we have defined a group structure on the set AIg.,(A[[tlJ, A}
of continuous A-algebra maps. The idea of the proof will be to show that if f1
is PI, then so is the group algebrakAIg.,(A[[tlJ,A), and therefore Theorem
2.1.1 claims that the group Al&(A[[t]], A) has a very specific form, which
will further imply, by use of a Zarisski-type topology, that tbe group must
in fact be Abelian. Then by suitably specifying A, we will show that D is
symmetric, which means that H is commutative.
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To carry out this program, we will need some rather standard results for
our Zarissky-type topolog)', which we shall prove nonetheless, for the sake of
completeness and because our topology is not the classical Zarissky topology,
as in Chapter 2: we use power series, possibly in infinitely many variables,
instead of polynomials.
In what follows until the beginning of the proof of the main theorem, we
will assume the indexing set I finite or countable, and the topology of A will
be induced by a discrete valuation v: A -+ Z+ U {oo}, so our lemmas from

Section 4.1 apply.
First we define a topology on X = AI&(A[[tll,A). The closed sets will
be all sets of the form

F(T) ~ {~E XI~(T) ~ OJ,
where T C AI[t]] is auy subset.

Sin" F({a))

= X,

F({l))

(the latter uses that A has
topology

Oil

110

= 0, nF(T,) = F(lJ1,},

'nd

zero divizors), we see that we have indeed a

X.

Lemma 4.2.1. EVefll point of X fOfTns a closed mbset.

Proof. Let 'P E X, define a,
{'P}

= F({ai -

=

!p(t;), i E I, as in Lemma 4.1.8. Then

tili E I}) and therefore {'P} is closed.

Lemma 4.2.2. X is connected.

•
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Proof. \Ve will prove a stronger property, namely that X is an irreducible
topological space, i.e. for any closed subsets Fl , F2

X = Fl or X

ex, X = PI U r2 implies

= F2 .

Assume that X is reducible, i.e. there exist proper closed subsets

Since Fj,F2 are closed, we can writc FI

= F(TI ),

F2

=

F(T2 ), for some

TJ, T 2 C A[[t]]. Since Fi> F2 are proper, we clln find 0 1= f) E 7; and

o of- h

E T 2. Then clearly fd2 -:j:. 0 and it is annihilated by PI U F2

= X,

•

which contradicts Lemma 4.1.9.
Now let X

= AIg.,(R, A),

X'

= Alg,,(R',A),

where R

= A[[t;li

E

Ill,

R ' = A[[vjlj E I']] (I and I' are finite or countahle). Thcll any continuous

A-algebra map <1>: R--+ R! induces 4> X' --+ X; rp --+¢04>
Lemma 4.2.3. Por any continuous A-algebra map

{:> ;

R --+ R:, the

COfTe-

.~ponding map 4> ; X' --+ X is continuous.

Proof. For allY closed subset F(T) E X we have 4>-I(F(T))

= F(<I>(T)),

which is closed in X'

•

According to Lemma 4.1.8, we can identify the set
AIg.,(A[[t;,Vj[i E I, j E I']I,A)

with the direct product X x X'. We will always a'>Sume that X x X' is
endowed with the Zarissky-type topology comiug from this identification (and
not the topology of direct product).
Lemma 4.2.4. For any fixed rp E X arid rp' E X', tile imbeddings

x

--+ X X X'; ljJ --+ (ljJ,rp') Gnd X' --+ X x X';

1f' ---+ (rp,W')
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are continuous. The "diagonal" imbedding 6 : X

-l-

X

X
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X : '¢

-l-

(¢, #I) is

also contintJOus.
Proof. Dy Lemma 4.2.3, it suffices to notice that each of the imbeddings

is induced by a suitable continuous A-algebra map.
The imbedding X

A[[t, vl]

-t

-l-

X

X

X' : 1j.!

-l-

(1/;,4") clearly corresponds to <P' :

A[[t]L where

~' (~b.,t'V') ~ ~~' (2t b.,V') t·
is a continuous A-algebra map (since so is 4").
The imbedding X' --t X

X

X': 1/;' --t (4',1/;') is similar.

As to J: X --t X x X: l/J-t (T/i,f/J), it is induced by the map A[lt,v]]--t

A!!tll given by

which is a continuous A-algebra map, sillce the iuner sum
side is finite, for any 'Y.

011

the right hand

•

Now we recall that V, ~ and Sturn Alg.,(A[[t]], A) into a group, which

we will denote by G. Let us now check that the group structure on G is
compatible with the topology.

Lemma 4.2.5. The maps

are continuous.
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Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 4.2.3, IJ
continuous. As to

1, J,

T

i

=

5,
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so they are

we can write:

[,] =lJo(p,x lJ)o(idx idx
where

= iJ,

LX

i)o(idx

T

x id)o(6 x 6),

is the flip, and all these maps are continuous by Lemmas 4.2.3 and

•

4.2.4

Remark 4.2.6. Since we use for G X G a topology different from the topol-

ogy of direct. product, G will nol be a topological group in the usual sense. [t
should be mentioned that the classical algebraic groups with Zarissky topology are not topological gronps because of the same reason.
We can now put all our topological facts together and prove the following

Proposition 4.2.7. l,el fI be a coreduced hyperolgebm over Ii. such that
dim P(H) is finile or counlable. Let A be a commutative k-algebra witli a
nontrivial discrete valuation v such that A is complete with respect to v. If
Ule k-subalgebra spallneAi by the group AIg.,(A0H·,A) in

HOlll c (A0H',A)

satisfiClJ a nontrivial polynomial identity, then the .qroup Algc (A0H", A) is
Abelian
Proof. Denote G

= Alg,,(A0H', A).

According to a classicallcmmu duc

to Artin (see [22], Section 8.4), distinct elements of G will be Q-Iineariy
independent, where Q is the field of quotients of A (recall tbat A has no zero
divisors). Since k

c Q,

it follows that the k-subalgebra spanned by G is

isomorphic to the groap algebra kG, hence the latter is PI, so by Theorem
2.1.1, there exist normal subgroups Go

c

G 1 in G such that Go and GIG)
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a.re fillite and GJ/G o is Abelian (where ill fact Go is a p-group if chark

=p

and Go is trivial if chark

= 0).

Now from Lemmas 4.2.5 and 4.2.4 it follows that the maps

are continuous, for a.ny fixed rpo,1/Jo E G. Siuce [Gl>Gd c Go and Go is
dosed (according to Lemma 4.2.1), we conclude that [OllGd C Go, where

G1 is the closure of G j
Notice that GI is a subgroup, because of the fact G I
and the continuity of the maps 'P

.......j.

.p '" 1/;0

and

t/J

'"

Gj C GI C

01

-+ rPo '" t/;, for any fixed

'Po,tPo E G (Lemmas 4.2.5 and 4.2.4 again). Clearly, G 1 ::> G 1 is of finite

index in G, so G is a disjoint union of a finite number of Ol-cosets, which
are all closed. Now Lemma 4.2.2 implies that GI = G.
Thus we have proved that [G, G]

c Go.

From the continuity of the maps

(4.2.1) and Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.1 it follows that IG,G] is trivial

•

Now we arc ready to prove the main result.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. J 1
We need to show that if H is PI, then H is comffiutath·c.
We start by choosing a basis of "divided powers" in H as in Theorcm
2.3.6 (with

TO

= 0):

so we can identify lJ' with the algebra of formal power series k[[t;li E III.
Suppose H satisfies a nontrivial multilinear identity of degree n over k:
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L

A,X.,,! .. X"., ~ 0,
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(4.2.2)

"ES..

forallXl, ... ,X"EH.
Let A be a commutative complete topological k-algebra. On A0H' ~
A[ftJj, we have defined a map V : A[[tl]

-4

A[[u, vII. Taking iuto account

(4.1.5), we ean iterate V to obtain a well-defined map

D",Alltll--+Allt" ... ,t"J].
\Ve are going to show that A0H' satisfies a "coidentity" of the form (cf.
Definition 1.1.2, but H' is not a coalgebra in the usual sense):

L

A,rrD"f ~ 0, fO'

"'y

f E AlltJ],

(4.2.3)

"ES..

where a permutation
k

11

E S" acts on A[[t l ,

.• ,

t"J] by sending tt to t,,(t},

= 1, . .. n.
Since H' spans a dense A-submodule in A0H' and the left-hand side

of (4.2.3) is a continuous A-module map, it suffices

to

check (4.2.3) only for

f E H" = k[[t]]. But then D"i E (H')0'l = (l1@")' = k[[tl,' ., tIl]]' Let us
denote

In order to prove that the left-hand side of (4.2.3) is 0, we must show that it
vanishes on every hi 0 .. 0 It" E

H®n.

Indeed,
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(L A.'''.I,h,e ..
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eh.1

.. (S~

= 2:>.... { L

.. 0h,,)

<>""""~

..(S.

=L

J1-(ll,.,(lnt~~-lll) .. t:·-'(n l ,h I 0

L

>'..

""Sq

/.la" .,a~ (t~·-ll'), hi)"

(t:·-'(~), h,,)

(ll,···,<t"

=

L

~

(".1,

A.. {

L

/.lal ..,antfl ... t~·,h1r(l)0 .. 0h.. ("j)

rES"

L

A.h,,» .. h""1 ~ 0,

rES~

sinceH satisfies (4.2.2).
Recall that the set HOffi c(A0H', A) of all continuous A-module maps is
an algebra under convolution product. Let us show that (4.2.3) implies that
Hom c{A0J:{', A) satisfies the identity (4.2.2).
To this end, let 'PI!'''' If.. E HOffic(A0W, A) and
then

and we can compute according to (4.1.10):

f E A0H'

~

A[[t]],
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(2:>.,.(>,' ..• ,.,.,) f
"E.S~

~
~

~

LA. La•.,. ,.".(>,w·) .. ,.,.,It")
LA. La•.,. ,.".(t··-·.·.) ., ,.(t··-·.'.)

"ESft

OI,··,.Oft

"ESft

01. __ ,.0"

L

A.I,., .. ".)I,D.I)

"ES"

where

(!pI>

(for n

= 2) in

.. ,

!Pn) dcnotes the element of HOffic(A[[t" . , t"JI, A) as defined

Lemma 4,1.5.

Now wc will reduce the proof that H is commutative to the case when
dim P(H) is finite or COllntable so that we call apply Proposition 4.2.7.
Rt--'Call H

for any

0,

= span{zbll'Y E Z~l}.

{3 E Z~), Let us fix

0,

It suffices to show that

{3 and define Io

= supp a:

U snpp {3. Thcn

10 is finite, so Ho = span{zbllsuPP1' C I o} is a subcoalgebra of countable
dimension. Now, for any oo,{3o such that suppao,supp,60 C 10 , we have

14,2.4)

where the sum is finite.
In general, for zh') occuring in the sum above, SUPP'Y does not have to lie
in 10 . Let us define h

= UsuPPi, where the union is over all multiindices 'Y
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oceming in (4.2.4) for various C1o,f3o with suppao,supp)30 C

10. Then I, is

clearly finite or countable.
We can continue by induction and define the chain of subsets

such tllI'Lt H"H"

c

H"H, where

H"

=::

span{z(1}lsupp, C In}

is a subcoalgebra, for any integer n.
Now setting [,., = U"!,, and
}I w

= U"H" = span{zh)1 supp, C

I w },

we see that H w is a slIbbialgebra. Moreover, the zhl above form a basis of
"divided powers" for H"" therefore Hw is coreduced. Finally, P(Hw ) has the
cardinality of lw, which is finite or COllntable.
Since Hw satisfies the same identity as H, thell H w is commutative,
assuming we established our result for the finite or countable case.
z(a l , z(ft}

E H w , so they commute. Since

0:,

f3

But

wel"e arbitrary multiindice;, we

conclude that Jl is commutative.
So without loss of generality we may assume dim P{H) finite or countable.
Then from Proposition 4.2.7 it follows that the group G

= Alg.,(A0H·, A) is

Abelian, fOI" allY k-algebra A with a nontrivial discrete valuation v, complete
with respect to v. Let us set A
Finally, let

liS

defined by <p{t;)

= k[lu, v]], with II being as in Remark

4.1.7.

choose "a pair of independent generic points" "P, ¢ E G,

= U;

and ¢(t;) = v;, for all i E f. We know that 'P and 1/J
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must commute. Then for any element

I

E

H',

with
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VI = L",tI>.",jJu"vtJ ,

we obtain:

(~.~)(f)

I>o,UOy',
I>o,,~(tO)~(t')~ I>"oUOy',
I>,,~(tO)~(t')~
",fJ

",jj

",jj

",/J

So we have proved that VI is symmetric, for any
implies that H is commutative, since V

I

E

H', which in its turn

= m', where m is the multiplication

ofH.

4,3

•

Smash Products with
Divided Power Algebra

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2.3.19. The case of zero characteristic is covered by Theorem 2.1.7, so from now on, chark
Let H

= D(I),

= l' > O.

the divided power algebra with index set J. Recall from

Section 4.1 that
11"

"kllt,liE III

as a topological algebra. Moreover, Example 4.lA (with
Vi

= 10ti ) gives that the map V

Ui

= ti01 and

: H' --+ J/'0H' is defined by

(Ul)
Using the dual algebra H', we now want to describe the bialgebra( ::;oHopf
algebra) endomorphisms of H.
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Lemma 4.3.1. Let H

= D(I)
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and set Q = span{tfli E [,k E Z+} c W,

where span means the dosed subspace generated by a given

.~ct.

Then the

.~et

EndH of bialgebra endom01phisms of H is in one-to-one correspondence with
the families of power series {q;}iEl in Q such that any given monomial occurs
only in a finite number of qi. Moreover, <I>'(Q) C Q, for any <I> E EndH.
Proof. Let. <t> E EndH, t.hen <1>' is a cont.inuous endomorphism of H'

commut.ing with V. Set qi

= <I>'(ti), i

E I. Then <1>' (and therefore

<1»

is

uniquely defined by the family {q;};EJ. Moreover, this family has t.he property
that any fixed monomial occurs only in a finite number of qi (this follows from
the continuity of 4>'

~

see the discussiOTI after Definition 4.1.2). Moreover,

(4.3.1) implies

(4.3.2)
Let us determine which power series

i.e. Vf

= f01 + 10f.

If f

= I:" p"t

O
,

f

E fl' satisfy the above equation,

then we can compute:

VI ~ Z="o('''1 + 1"<)" ~ /"1 + 1"/ ~
o

Z="o(,O"1 + 1"'0).
0

Therefore, if /1-0 =I- 0, then the binomial coefficients (:) mnst be 0, for

f3 =I- 0 or a,

an

which is only possible if a = ,fSi, for some k E Z+ and i E f, as

one can sec from the following well-known lemma (sometimes called Lucas'
Theorem - see e.g. [11])
Lemma 4.3.2. Let O:s; k:S; n be irdeyers, p a prime. ljn
r/'"nN and k = kfJ+pk l

+ .. + pNk N with O:s;

(:) ~ (~) G:)··· G:)
where by convention, (~:)

= 0 ij kl > 11/.

= 1l{J+pn\ + ... +

k"nl < P, 1=0, .. ,N, then
(mod p),
•
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101 + 10/

mUllt Ilave the

Tllus we proved that any / E fJ" with

V/

=

form:

Le.

1 E Q,

Hence qi

= OP"(til

E Q, for all i E l. It immediately follows that

~'(Q)cQ.

Conversely, given a family of power series {qi};EI satisfying the conditiolls
of the lemma, we can construct a continuous endomorphism IJI of the algebra
H' such that >Ir(t;)

= q;, i

E 1 (see the discussion after Definition 4.1.2 again).

Moreover, since qi satisfy (4.3.2),

IJ.,r

will commute with V. Finally, using the

continuity of lit, we can find an endomorphism l' of H with <flO = 'II, which
will presen'e the bialgebra structure of H since >Ir preserves the structure of

•

H'.
Let us look more closely at the algebra structure of H Set

X;,k

= z(y'"<;),

i E I, k E Z+, then

the truncated polynomial algebra. To establish this isomorphism, we notice
firstly, that indeed

If): = 0 and secondly, that every multiindex 0' can be
0' = 0:0 + pal + ,. + pNOIN with O'k(i) < p, for

uniquely written in the form
all i E I, k

= 0, .. . ,N, and then

In other words, H

~

u(L), the restricted enveloping algebra of
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with zero bracket and zero operation [Pl.
We want to use certain results of Yu.Bahturin and V.Petrogradsky l5]
011

smash products of the form u(L)#kG, where a group G aets

automorphisms of L. However, if G acts

011

OIl

u(L) by

If by bialgcbra automorphisms,

it docs not have to preserve L, so the results of [6] may not be applicable to a
given action· of G on H. We are going to modify the actioli . in the following
way. Using the fact that H is isomorphic to a truncated polynomial aJgebra,
H ~ k[X;,k]/(:I;',k

=;=

0), we can define a grading on H. Let pr m denote the

projection on the m-lh homogeneous component. Then, for 9 E G, 1 E L, we
&t

Obviously, 9 • L

c

Lemma 4.3.3. L

L, for any 9 E G
i$

a G-module under •.

Proof. 'We want to prove that g • (9' • I)

=='

(gg') .. I, for any I E L,

9, rI E G. Let Q C 11' be as in Lemma 4.3.1 and 19

:

H -+ H denote the

bialgebra automorphism sending h to 9 h. By Lemma 4.3.1, I;(Q)

c

Q,

hence 19 (Q.1.) C Q.1, i.e. 9 Q.1. C Q.1. Notice that Q.1 is tile set of all
hE H with prj(h)
pr l(g· h)

=='

0, so we have pr1(g·h)

=='

0 ifprl(h)

=='

O. Hence

= prdg· prj(h)), for any h E fl, so we can compute:

•
As usual, we can extend. to the action of G on H = u(L) by algebra
autolllorphisms. Now we are going to show that

*

satisfies some kind of
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identity. The following general observation is due to Yu.B3ohturin (a special
ease is proved in [6, Lemma 4.2]).
Proposition 4.3.4. Let H be a Hop! algebra ove,.. k, A a left H ·module
algebra via H 0 A

A: hea

-1-

satisfi~

PI, then the action

L

-1-

h· a. If the smash product R = A#H is

a nontrivial "weak identity" of the form:

A.(I<, . X.,») .. (h,. . X.,oll ~ 0,

"ESn

foral/hl> .. ,it,. E H, Xll ... ,Xn E A

Proof. Sincc R is PI, it satisfies a nontrivial idcntity of the form [6,
Lemma 4.1]:

E '\"Y X"(1)YI
U

.. Yn_IX,,(n)Yn

= 0,

(4.3.3)

"ES~

for some n E N

~nd

'\" E fi.

Now let us fix XI, ... X" E A and hi, .. it,. E H. Consider the coproduct
t::.h 1 E H. We can write: t::.h l

and Ui,Vi E fl, i

YI

= 1,

= UI 0

VI

+ .. + Urn 0

Vm,

for some mEN

.. ,m. For each i, we substitute in (4.3.3) Yo == U;,

= SvjY{, where Y{ is an auxiliary variable, thus obtaining'

L

'\,,{u;X"(I)SVj)Y{X,,(Z)Yz .. Yn~IX..(n)Yn

= O.

(4.3.4)

"ESft

Then summation over i

E A,,{h

1 ·

= 1, ..

m gives'

X"'(I))Y{X"(2)Yz . . Yn_IX".(n}Y,,::::: 0,

(4.3.5)

"es

ft

where we took into account that
the smash product.

l:i UiX,,(I}5vi = hi . X"(1)

by definition of
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Then we can write: t::.h 2

=;

same way by substituting Y{

u/ 0

=;

v; +

u: aad Y2
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+ u~, 0 v:"' and proceed in the
=;

Sv:Y;, etc. At the end we will

•

obtain the desired equality.
We are now ready to prove the main result.

Proof of Theorem 2.9.19.
Suppose a group G acts on D(I) by bialgebra automorphisms and consider
the smash product R

=;

D(l)#kG. If there exists a subgroup A C G that is

(p-)Abelian and acts trivially on D(l), then the subalgebra
R, = D(I)#kA C

is isomorphic to D(l} 0 kA, hence PI.

n

~Ioreover,

R is a finitely generated

free Ro-module, so R imbeds into a matrix algebra over Ro. But a matrix
algebra over a PI algebra is PI (e.g. by Regcv Theorem - see Section 0.3),
therefore Ris Pl.
Let

liS

now prove tile converse. So suppose that D(I)#kG is PI. Apply-

ing Proposition 4.3.4 to the smash product D(I)#kG, we obtain a nontrivial
"weak identity" for the given action· of G on fJ

=;

D(I}:

L>.(g, .X. p,) .. (9.' X.,.,) = O.

(4.3.6)

"ES..

for all Yl, ··,9"EG,XI, ... ,X"EH.
\\lithout loss of generality, (4.3.6) is proper, I.e. it trivializes upon substitution of 1 for one of the variables XI, .. , X" (if this is not the case, we
obtain a nontrivial identity of lower degree). We claim that the modified
action

* satL~fies the same

"weak identity" as " i.e.

E ),,,{gl * X"(l))
"ES..

.. (g"

* X .. (nj)

=;

0,

(4.3.7)
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for all gl. .. ,9.. E G, Xil ... ,X. E H.
Since the identity is muhilincaT in X I,'

.,

X., and proper. it suffices to

prm-e (4.3.7) only when XI, ... ,X.. are monomials in Xi"". If 9 E G and

x = til

.• 11~,

",here each of 111, ... , u~ is one of the .:z:."", then

g.X

(g.ud .. (g.u.)=pr\(g·ul) .. prdg u.)
p, ,((g. u,) .. (g . u,))

~ P' ,(g'

X),

where we used the fact that 9 . H+ C H+ and so 9 . tI\,

..

I

9 . 11. have zero

constant terms.
Now we can rewrite each term on the left·hand side of (4.3.7) as follows:

(9\·X..(I)).·.{9,,·X..{,,))
= pr "(1)(9\' X1r{\)) .. pr 'O(_)(g" X.en))

where

51

= degX I ,

~

P'M((g, . X.",) .. (g•. X.,.,)),

.•

,5" = degX." m =

51

+ .. + 8 ...

finally,

L: ),.. (9\ • X1r{I))
.,,.

~ P'M

(L

.. (g... X ..("j)

A.(g, . X.,,,) .. (g• .

..es.

X.'.'l) ~ O
.

Let us now quole a slightly extended version of Theorem 6.1 in {51 (the
proof doC/; not need to be c.hallged).

Theorem 4.3.5. Suppose a group G ac/$ by automorphisrrl.3 on H

= 1I(L),

the restricted envelope olsomep-Lie algebra L. Assume that Lis G-invariant
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and the action
Then there

*

of G on H satisfies a

exi.~ts

~wwk
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identity" (4.3.7) of degree n.

a subgroup Go C G such that (G' Go) < nand

•

for any 9 EGo·

Applying this result to our case, we can find a subgroup Go C G of finite
index such tbat dim(g - 1) • L <
go back to our original action

W = (9 - 1)

* L,

00,

for any 9 E Go. Now we want to

of G on H

:=

u(L). Fix 9 E Go and set

so W is a finite-dimensional subspace of 1. Denote by

19 : H --t H the bialgebra automorphism sending Ii to 9 . It, then W =

(prj o/g - id)L

= (pr l o/g -

id)pr]H, so

W = Im(pr j 0 i9 0 pr I

-

prj)'

Therefore,

Wi = Ker(pr; of; opr; - pr~).

(4.3.8)

Since pr I is the projection of lIon D with kernel Q.1, wbere Q is as ill Lemma
4.3.1, tben prj is the projection of H' on Q, hence (4.3.8) implies tht
(pr~

0

i; - id)(Q n W.1) = O.

(4.3.9)

Now recall that W is a finite dimensional sabspace of H, so W.1 C /l'
is defined by a finite number of lincar equations each of which involves only
a finite number of coefficients of the series. Hence there exists N E N such

that, for any k > Nand i E J, we have

tr" E W.1, so by (4.3.9),
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Fix i E I, k > N. By Lemma 4.3.1, l;t( E Q, thus the above equation
gives

[Ztt = f,'.,

Finally, if
l;ti=LLI'j,lfj',
j€ll€Z-j-

then

f,'~I;tf'~LLI?',:tf'"
jElIEZ-j-

= 0 except IJi,O = 1, which means that I;t i = t i . Since i E [
arbitrary, we see that I; = id, hence [g = ld, i.e. 9 acts trivially on lJ.

Therefore,
was

alll'j,l

Since!1 was an arbitrary element of Go, Go acts trivially on N. By Passman's
criterion, there exists a p-Abelian subgroup G 1 C G of finite index. Setting

A = Go n G 1 completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.19.

•
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